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BACKGROUND 
This is the first annual report of the Georgia Tech Space Grant 
Consortium sponsored by NASA. The purpose of the Georgia Tech 
Space Grant Consortium is to encourage and support participation of 
underrepresented groups in aerospace fields by offering fellowships and 
support through a wide range of programs. The first five months of the 
grant involved only Georgia Institute of Technology. During that time, we 
were engaged in three tasks. First. we searched for a full-time ad-
ministrator. The position was filled by Ms. Wanda Jeter. a graduate of 
Howard University. on January 2, 1990. Second, we began the process 
of setting up a visible Space Grant Office on the Georgia Tech Campus. 
Third, we did administrative planning in preparation for the complete 
funding of all consortium members which began on February 2. 1990. 
Since February 2. 1990, we have been engaged in many activities. 
First. we completed negotiations with the Georgia Tech Administration 
and located 650 square feet of space for the office. This space is located 
in a key location on campus directly next to the President's Office and Ad-
ministration Building. We have renovated the space by construction of a 
wall, installation of carpet and office furnishings, and design of a comfor-
table area where students may come, ask questions. and browse through 
literature on Space and Aeronautics. We have also administered fellow-
ships and ·initiated or supported many programs at every place along the 
student ·pipeline· as outlined below. 
FELLOWSHIPS 
The Space Grant Budget includes $100,000 of fellowship money. 
During the first meeting of the Georgia Tech Space Grant Consortium. 
members present decided that Georgia State University. Clark Atlanta 
University. and Tuskegee University would each receive $30,000; 
Georgia Tech would receive the remaining $10.000. This distribution 
was based on the fact that Georgia Tech receives a majority of the non-
fellowship funds and that Georgia Tech has other sources of student 
funding. Furthermore. it was decided by the committee that Georgia 
Tech's $10,000 would be exclusively earmarked for underrepresented 
graduate students conducting aerospace related research, because the 
other institut'ions in the consortium will concentrate on undergraduate 
students. Thus, to keep the program balanced, Georgia Tech will con-
centrate on graduate students. who would not otherwise be funded by 
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Georgia Tech's program. Exhibit 1 offers a complete breakdown of fellow-
ships awarded by the Georgia Tech Space Grant Consortium. The 
availability of fellowships was announced in campus newspapers (Ex-
hibit 2). 
Dr. Peters, and Wanda Jeter have been working with the Georgia 
Tech Office of Corporate Relations to obtain matching funds for the 
consortium fellowships. Wanda Jeter is also working with NCEA (Na-
tional Consortium for Education Access). This organization in located on 
Georgia Tech's campus and directed by Dr. Leroy Ervin. The purpose of 
the organization is to increase the number of minority students enrolled 
in Ph.D. programs in engineering, and to increase minority faculty 
representation by offering financial assistance in the form of fellowships, 
stipends, and tuition waivers. The consortium and NCEA will, in some 
instances, share the cost of student aid, or refer students to each other. 
PROGRAMS 
Field Trios 
The first field trip sponsored by the Georgia Tech Space Grant 
Consortium was to Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville Alabama. 
Twenty-one outstanding juniors and seniors from high schools 
throughout the Atlanta metropolitan area were chosen by science teach-
ers to participate on this field trip. All arrangements for the field trip 
were made by the consortium. The goal of the trip was to send a group 
of outstanding students to Huntsville to spark their interest in space 
related fields. The response to the field trip has been positive and the 
outcome is measured by survey forms (Exhibit 3) and continued follow-
-up. 
Tuskegee University sponsored a field trip with 212 students to 
Marshall Space Flight Center for motivation. These students were part 
of the MITE (Minority Introduction to Engineering), RADHS (Research 
Apprenticeship of Disadvantaged High Schoolers, and FASTREC 
(Freshman Accelerated Start-Up and Training and Retention in the 
Engineering Curricula) groups. Space grant funds paid totally for these 
trips and supported some students with stipends. 
Space Camps 
The first Space camp sponsored by the consortium was a combined 
effort with the Office of Civic Affairs at Georgia Tech. The Space Camp 
was held jointly at the Walden School in Atlanta and the Georgia Tech 
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Campus. Eighty-se~ven junior high students from inner-city Atlanta 
schools participated in the camp which lasted for one week. A schedule 
of the weeklong activities is attached (Exhibit 4). The goal of this par-
ticular activity was to expose inner-city youngsters to science through an 
enjoyable activity such as a space camp. The outcome of this activity 
was also measured by surveys. 
The Office of Civic Affairs and the Georgia Tech Consortium, which 
is the major source of funding, are already conducting planning meetings 
for the 1991 Space Camp which will be held for two weeks and include 
an overnight stay at Marshall Space Fl.ight Center. 
Georgia State University sponsored two space camps for middle 
school students. The first camp was held in Marietta, Georgia, with 59 
students attending. The second camp was held in Walker County, 
Georgia, with 30 students attending. Students participating in the 
space camps were fully supported by funds from the Georgia Tech Space 
Grant Consortium. 
Clark Atlanta University also sponsored one space camp in con-
junction with Georgia State University and the Ron McNair Foundation. 
This space camp was held on the Clark Atlanta campus, and 27 inner-
city, middle school students participated. Tuition for space camp was 
paid by Clark Atlanta University. Dr. Kofi Bota, Vice President of Spon-
sored Programs and Chemistry Professor, has initiated discussions with 
the McNair Foundation regarding follow-up activities during the 
academic year, as well as dealing with the general issue of space-
related science and engineering for elementary and secondary school 
students. 
Dr. Ted Colton, Georgia State University Science Education 
Professor, was instrumental in each space camp sponsored by the 
consortium. Dr. Colton was responsible for training all school teachers 
involved in space camps and the total coordination of space camps at 
Clark Atlanta, Southern Tech, and Walker County. 
Summerscape 
Summerscape is a two week activity designed to motivate junior 
high school students. This activity was held on the Georgia Tech Cam-
pus and planned by the Office of Academic Affairs in conjunction with the 
consortium (Exhibit 5). The consortium provided scholarships for six 
students of underrepresented groups. The consortium was also respon-
sible for an afternoon of aerospace related activities which included a 
lecture by a graduate student and paper airplane contest. Other ac-
tivities designed to motivate the youngsters and arouse their interest in 
math and science included rocket building, bridge building, tours of 
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at Georgia Tech. environmental awareness demonstrations. etc. A 
survey was also used to measure the effectiveness of this program. 
(Exhibit 6). 
Summer Workshop for Pre-College Teachers 
A summer workshop for pre-college teachers was conducted during 
the period from June 18 - 23 under the auspices of Clark Atlanta Univer-
sity and the Science and Technology Museum of Atlanta (SCITREK). 
This workshop will be followed by a field trip on August 14. 1990 to 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville. Alabama. 
During the 1990-91 academic year. three physics graduate 
students who worked with the summer workshop will provide assistance 
to the participant teachers to design classroom experiments incor-
porating the principles learned in the workshop. Periodic meetings will 
be conducted among science and computer science faculty of Clark 
Atlanta University; the science resource persons of SCITREK; the 
· science coordinator of the Atlanta Public Schools; and the teacher 
participants to review the space science instructional activities being 
implemented by each teacher. Of particular interest will be comparisons 
among the same grade levels within the three clusters. 
Speakers 
Dr. Lakshmi Sankar. Georgia Tech Aerospace Engineering 
Associate Professor. was the first speaker scheduled by the consortium. 
Dr. Sankar spoke to a group of students on the subject of Aerodynamics. 
The students at the high school have requested that Dr. Sankar and 
other aerospace engineering professors speak at their school during the 
1991-1992 school year. 
Captain Bryan Fortson was scheduled as a speaker for the Georgia 
Tech Space Camp. Captain Fortson is a Black Ph.D. candidate in 
aerospace engineering at Georgia Tech and also a member of the United 
States Air Force. 
Both speakers. Dr. Sankar and Captain Fortson have been added 
to the consortium's list of speakers for future activities. 
Tuskegee University sent speakers to four schools in rural Alabama 
to assist them in hydroponics studies and/or in setting up hydroponics 
experiments. NASA's Florida Teacher-in-Space. Susan Forte has 
spoken at several events sponsored by Tuskegee. 
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Tours 
Georgia Tech routinely sponsors tours of its facilities for pre-
college students. The consortium was responsible for conducting eight 
tours through the School of Aerospace Engineering (Exhibit 7). During 
these tours. the role of the Georgia Tech Space Grant Consortium within 
the School of Aerospace Engineeri,ng was emphasized. All students 
were also encouraged to visit the Space Grant Office on Georgia Tech's 
Campus for additional information. The consortium has maintained a list 
of students and will keep them updated on fellowship information. and 
various pre-college engineering programs. 
The School of Agriculture and Home Economics at Tuskegee 
University was host to over 500 precollege students. These students 
toured the Tuskegee University NASA/CELSS sweet potato research 
facility. Students were chosen from 11 schools in Alabama and 2 
schools in rural Georgia. As part of Tuskegee's education efforts. 
demonstrations of hydroponic experiments with tomatoes. cucumbers. 
potatoes and sugar beets have recently been set up for visiting groups. 
Banguets 
The consortium in conjunction with the Minority Alumni Affairs 
Office and Undergraduate Recruiting will sponsor two banquets for high 
school seniors. The purpose of these banquets is to encourage minority 
students to attend college, particularly in math and science related 
fields. The particular program the consortium is involved with is ·Twenty -
Four Hours At Tech,· which is an intensive program involving activities 
such as pairing students with mentors. viewing recruitment films. atten-
ding lectures. fun-filled activities such as going to a Georgia Tech 
football game. and closing ceremonies which will include a formal 
banquet. · 
Community Interaction 
The Boys and Girls Club of South Atlanta has expressed great 
interest in working with the Georgia Tech Space Grant Consortium. 
During the fall. the consortium will plan several science and math 
activities at the Boys and Girls Club. 
Atlanta's only science museum, Sci-Trek. has offered its assistance 
in future programs that the Space Grant Consortium plans. Presently. we 
are interested in working on a mobile space science exhibit with the 
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museum in order to reach the rural areas of Georgia. Actual work on the 
project will begin in 1991. 
Dr. Peters and Wanda Jeter will participate in the Warner Robins 
Air Logistics Open House, Warner Robins, Georgia, on October 6 and 7. 
The Open House will give the Dr. Peters and Ms. Jeter the opportunity to 
speak to the citizens of south Georgia and share information about the 
Space Grant Consortium. 
Wanda Jeter has recently joined NAMEPA (National Association of 
Minority Program Administrators). and the Fulton County Women's 
Chamber of Commerce. Through these two organizations. Ms. Jeter. will 
be able to plan additional activities for members of underrepresented 
groups. 
Publicity 
In an effort to inform the public of the establishment of the Georgia 
Tech Space Grant Consortium. press releases were mailed to the Atlanta-
Journal and Constitution, Black Issues in Hig1her Education, The Black 
Collegian, and campus-based newspapers (Exhibit 8). The Georgia Tech 
Research Institute has interviewed Dr. David Peters for an article in their 
research journal. The Research Institute Journal has statewide 
circulation and limited national circulation. 
The consortium will take advantage of future publicity opportunities 
and in its association with various organizations such as the Boys and 
Girls Club of America and the Women's Chamber of Commerce, such 
opportunities do exist. Another opportunity to take advantage of public 
reactions will be our Open House scheduled for October 1990. 
Open House 
An open house will be sponsored by the consortium during -the 
month of October. This open house will be an opportunity to share 
information with the public. Students, fellowship recipients, teachers, 
professors. school administrators, NASA representatives, and corporate 
representatives will be invited to the open house. The open house will 
be held at the Space Grant Consortium main office which is located on 
the Georgia Tech Campus. 
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Travel 
Dr. David A. Peters. Wanda J,eter. and Dr. Phil Loretan. Tuskegee 
University. attended the first annual meeting of the NASA Space Grant 
Colleges/Consortia in Baltimore. Maryland. D·r. Peters will travel to 
Dallas. Texas in September for the second meeting of the consortia 
directors. 
Dr. Peters also attended the American Society for Engineering 
Education Conference (ASEE) in Toronto. Canada. this past June. Dr. 
Peters attended numerous sessions. particularly those sessions with 
topics that were in line with the goals of the Georgia Tech Consortium. 
Visitors 
The Space Grant office is located in a very visible location on 
campus and the office was designed to have an inviting atmosphere. In 
addition to subscribing to more than 10 publications relating to 
aerospace. the consortium is maintaining a large source of reference 
material on other areas of interest to students such as fellowships. NASA 
employment opportunities. and college catalogues. On the walls of the 
Space Grant office. the NASA Space Grant Award Plaque is prominently 
displayed. along with other pictures and photographs. The office will 
soon house a large collection of aerospace models and other items of 
interest to aerospace enthusiasts. 
Visits to the consortium office are encouraged. A record of all 
visitors and phone calls is maintained in a daily logbook. Visitors are 
given information on the consortium and often taken on a tour of the 
School of Aerospace Engineering. 
PROJECTED PROGRAM 
Clark-Atlanta will implement a Saturday Science Academy for 
middle school students beginning October 1. 1990. Georgia Tech will 
sponsor exhibits at various schools throughout Georgia. and continue to 
provide speakers. Also. the consortium will become involved in higher 
education recruitment of underrepresented groups. and work with 
schools to strengthen dual degree programs. This fall. Dr. Ted Colton, 
Georgia State. and Wanda Jeter. Georgia Tech. will begin work on a 
statewide Aerospace Newsletter. 
Revisions have only been made to the Georgia Tech budget for 
1991-1992 (Exhibit 9). After the first project year. which has been very 
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successful thus far. Dr. Peters. and Ms. Jeter decided to give more 
financial support to those activities that have the greatest impact on 
students and the community. An additional $10.000 will be added to the 
Georgia Tech fellowship pool because of the quality of students and 
significant research that the 1990 G RA recipients have been involved in. 
The support given through the fellowship program. has encouraged 
underrepresented students to continue their education; and the total 
funding of the Georgia Tech Consortium by NASA has encouraged many 




GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
SPACE GRANT COLLEGE/CONSORTIUM 
FELLOWSHIP AWARDS 
I - American Indian ••• B - Black ••• H - Hispanic ••• A - Pacific Islander ••• W - White 
OTHER CODES 




Sex Race Graduate UnderGrad Duration of 
Fellowship 
Area of Study 
or Research 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Hollister Bryan F w x-MS 4 quarters Aerospace Eng 
Acoustics 
Leon Phillips M B x- MS 4 quarters Aeropace Eng 
Composites 
Karen Bibb F (HC) w X- Ph.D. 4 quarters Aerospace Eng 
Pulse Combustion 
Joanna Joiner F w X- Ph.D. 4 quarters Electrical Eng 
Wave Spectra of 
Jovian Planets 













GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Daphne Santiago F H 
Laura Kibler-Herzog F w 
Ann Boyer F w 
Greg Pritchett M B 
Richard Williams M B 








x-Ph.D. 4 quarters 
x-Ph.D. 4 quarters 
x-Ph.D. 4 quarters 
x-Ph.D. 4 quarters 
x-Ph.D. 4 quarters 
Area of Study 
or Research 
Agricultural Food Science 
Plant and soil science 










CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY 
Student 
Name 
Sex Race Graduate UnderGrad Duration of 
Fellowship 
Area of Study 
or Research 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Gregory Simms M B X- Soph 2 semesters Computer Science 
Charita Mclamore F B x- Junior 2 semesters Chemistry 
Domenica Boswell F B x- Junior 2 semesters Physics 
Darryl Dillard M B X -Ph.D. 2 semesters Chemistry 
Calandra Hopkins F B x-MS 2 semesters Chemistry 
Tommy Molden M B x-MS 2 semesters Chemistry 
Jacqueline Carr F B x-MS 2 semesters Computer Science 
Sheryl Good F B x-MS 2 semesters Physics 











Available In Space 
Related Fields 
The Georgia Institute of Thch-
nology Space Grant College/Consor-
tium, located in the School of 
Aerospace Engineering, is offering 
limited graduate research assistant-
ships to qualified female students 
and/or students in any under-
represented group. 
Students applying for these 
assistantships must pursue space-
related coursework in their home 
discipline, e.g., in aerospace 
engineering, chemical engineering, 
textile engineering, geophysical 
sciences, infonnation and computer 
science, mechanical engineering, 
physics, chemistry, electrical 
· engineering, materials engineering, 
or applied biology. 
For more infonnation, call Wanda 
Jeter at 3-0055. 
EXHIBIT 3 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM 
Activity Sponsored: 
Date: 
Participated as (circle one) student teacher volunteer parent 
Age (student only) __ 
1. How would you rate the total activity? Excellent 
Poor? (circle one) Comments: 
2. What did you learn from the activity? 
Good Fair 
3. Would you like to participate in future activities sponsored by the 
Georgia Tech Consortium? Yes No (circle one) 
4. What type of activity would you like to s.ee the Georgia Tech Space 
Grant Consortium sponsor in the future? 
----------------~-----------------------------
5. Please make any additional comments below 
J 
EXHIBIT 4 
GEORGIA TEC·H-WAL 1DEN MIDDLIE SCHOOL 
SCIENCIE/SPACE CAMP 
MONDAY. JUNE 18 










5:00 - 5:30 PM 
DAILY SCHEDULE 
Drop off campers at Walden Middle School 
REGISTRATION/Crew assignments 
(Campers will be assigned to crews with 10 campers and 
two middle school teachers each.). 
Welcome 
Video: Climate and Weather in space 
·sreak 
Team building exercises with crews 
Staff, YMCA of Metro Atlanta 
Lunch 
BRING A SACK LUNCH FROM HOME 
DRINKS WILL BE PROVIDED 
Climatology, Meteorology and Space 
Meteorologist Ed Anderson (also 96 Rock personality, and 
founder of The World of Wonderment) 
Aerospace Principles 
(Hands-on activities illustrating Bernoulli's principles in 
preparation for rocket building) 
Building your own model space station 
Francis Reddy, science teacher/writer for Odyssey 
Magazine, Sci Trek and Rand McNally 
Pick up campers at Walden School . 
===------~--~~-· ..:...._· ·~· ____:... ___ .•''· '" _ .. . _, ~·-· ·~· · ·_. ·· _· - ·~ .. ,'., :.. ;•·,·· · ~· ' · · · .·. 
. . ·· . 
Science/Space Camp Schedule, Page 2 
TUESDAY. JUNE 19 










5:00 - 5:30 PM 
' .. 
. ... . . 
"· . . . .. ; ~ . 
Drop off campers at Walden Middle School 
Crew meetings 
Introduction to Fiber and Material Engineering 
·what are Molecules, Anyway?" 
Dr. John Lundberg, Callaway Professor at Georgia Tech 
Demonstrations on fibers and materials used in space 
Georgia Tech faculty 
(Students will move from demonstration to demonstration) 
Board buses for Atlanta/Hartsfield International Airport 
Atlanta/Hartsfield International Airport 
* Tour airport 
* Meet Airport Commissioner Calvin Carter and members 
of the airport team 
Picnic at park near airport 
BRING A SACK LUNCH FROM HOME 
DRINKS WILL B,E PROVIDED 
Board buses for retum to Walden School 
Model rqcket building 
Space games and videos 
* ·slack Stars in Orbit· 
Pick up campers at Walden School 
.._ ·. 
---.. . ,..-· .. , .... 
· ··.Science/Space Camp Schedule, Page 3 
WEDNESDAY. JUNE 20 










5:00 - 5:30 PM 
_ ..., .. ·- ·-·· -- ··.·· .. 
__; .' ' . .;.. ~- :.: : . . . 
Drop off campers at Walden School 
Hot air balloon demonstration: 
Warren Bruno of Charley's Restaurant 
Bob Wilbanks, Aeronautical Enterprises, Inc. 
Crew meetings 
Finish building model rockets 
Board buses for Zoo Atlanta 
Zoo Atlanta 
Special Presentation: Animal Avionics 
Birds of Prey Show 
Lunch at the zoo with ,mystery guests 
(Dr. Terry Maple with zoo staff and animals) 
LUNCH WILL BE PROVIDED AT THE ZOO 
DO NOT BRING A SACK LUNCH FROM HOME 
Special zoo tour 
• Ford African Rain Forest 
Board buses for return to Walden School 
Launch_ model rockets 
Pick up campers at Walden School 
·science/Space Camp Schedule, Page 4 
THURSDAY. JUNE 21 
8:00AM 
8:15AM 
(Eastern Daylight Time) 
11:00 AM 




(Central Daylight Time) 
9:00PM 
(E~stern Daylight Time) 
.. ··;· ·.· 
Drop off campers at Walden School 
MAKE SURE YOU ARRIVE AT WALDEN BY 8:00! 
Buses depart Walden School for Huntsville, Alabama 
Play space quiz games enroute 
Arrive at NASA Space Center, Huntsville, Alabama 
Lunch at NASA Space Center 
BRING A SACK LUNCH FROM, HOME 
Tour NASA Museum and Exhibit Hall 
(Involvement with hands-on exhibits) 
Buses depart NASA Space Center 
P'IT STOP FOR CAMPERS TO BUY SUPPER 
REMEMBER TO BRING SOME MONEY 
Arrive at Walden School - Campers return home 
··. •, . 
Science/Space Camp Schedule, Page 5 
FRIDAY. JUNE 22 










5:00 - 5:30 PM 
Drop off campers at Walden School 
Crew meetings 
Board buses for Fern bank Science Center 
Planetarium Show: ·1n Search of ET. 
Tour Fernbank Science Center 
Board buses for Georgia Tech 
Picnic lunch: Georgia Tech Wardlaw Center Terrace 
(Captain Bryan Fortson, U.S. Air Force and PhD student in 
aerospace engineering at Georgia Tech) 
DO ·NOT BRING A LUNCH FROM HOME 
Crews rotate among campus demonstrations, including: 
* Aerospace engineering: wind tunnel, tail assembly 
* Mechanical engineering: robotics 
* Artificial Intelligence: helicopter routes, baseball 
* Land/Sat computer applications, flight simulation 
* Olympic computer/video presentation 
Closing ceremonies with Buzz 
Georgia_. Tech Student Center Auditorium 
Board buses for return to Walden School 
Pick up campers at Walden School 
EXHIBIT 5 
Ninetyfour rising sixth through ninth graders received certificates for their participation 
in the Georgia Tech-Walden Middle School Science/Space Camp .m:" June 22 aJU: ~week of 
fun and learning. The camp's activities featured hands-on acttmttes such q,s_ ~utldtng and 
launching model rockets. The group also toured space-related research factltttes at Tech . 
and wok various field trips throughout the Atlanta area and w the NASA Space Center tn 
Huntsville, Ala. 
SUMME.RSCAPE Ready For Second Season 
After an enonnously successful 
debut last summer, Tech is prepar-
ing to launch an expanded second 
season of SUMMERSCAPE, a 
mathematics and science enrich-
ment program for middle school 
students. Rising seventh and eighth 
graders are invited to submit ap-
plications for this two-week non-
residential program. 
The program will be offered in 
two, two-week sessions: July 9-20 
and July 30-Aug. 10. Students will 
be selected on the basis of their ap-, 
, plication an(f the ·recommendations 
of their teachers. Space is limited 
to 40 seventh graders and 40 eighth 
graders per session. 
The cost is $265 and includes all 
materials, supplies, lunch each day 
in the Student Center, a SUM-
ME RSCAPE T-shirt, and transpor-
tation and admission fees for field 
trip excursions. Limited financial 
assistance is available to students 
who otherwise could not attend this 
program. 
All courses are taught by award-
winning high school teachers. 
Courses offered in the first session 
will cover photography as a tool of 
science, energy, the environment 
and insects. Students in the second 
session will learn about electro-
chemistry, optics and physics. 
Students will also enjoy computer 
workshops, field trips, and supervis-
. ed recreation. · 
Applications are available in the 
Administration Building, Room 306 
and are due on April 6. For further 
infonnation, contact Myrna Gold-
berg in the Office of Academic 
Research and Support at 4-8994 or 
at mail code 0330. 
EXHIBIT 6 
SUMMERSCAPE 1990 STUDENT EVALUATION 
SESSION I 
Grade as of 9/90 __ Name ---------------------------------------------School ____________________________________ ___ County ____ _ 
Check the appropriate boxes 









2. What did you think of the courses? Check the appropriate box. 
0 Male 
0 Female 











3. How would you rate the teachers and student assistants? Check the appropriate box. 
Excellent Good Fair Poor 
Ms. Neal 0 0 0 0 
Mr. Cramer D D 0 0 
Ms. Krejcarek D 0 0 0 
Ms. Carter 0 0 0 0 
Ms. Bailey 0 0 0 0 
Ms. Ehrhart 0 0 0 0 
Allison 0 0 0 0 
Walt 0 0 0 0 
C.T. 0 0 0 0 
Leigh Anne 0 D 0 0 
4. What did you like best about the classes? 
5. What did you like least? 
6. How much computer experience did you have before SUMMERSCAPE? 
a. a lot 
b. a little 
c. not very much 
d. none 










c/o Tom Hamall 
Civic Affairs 
June 21. 1990 
1:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
CASE 
GEORGIA TECH SPACE GRANT 
CONSORTIUM 
TOURS OF AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
(Career Awareness in Science and Engineering) 
c/o Keith Oden 
Dean's Office 
June 27. 1990 
9:30a.m. - 10:15 a.m 
MITE 
(Minority Introduction to Engineering) 
c/o Cynthia Warner 
Dean's Office 
July 10 • 1990 
6:00 - 6:40p.m. 
MITE 
(Minority Introduction to Engineering) 
c/o Cynthia Warner 
Dean's Office 
July 11. 1990 
6:00 - 6:40p.m. 
FEW 
(Freshman Engineering Workshop) 
c/o Keith Oden 
Dean's Office 
July 12. 1990 
9:00 a.m. - 10:45 a.m. (2 Groups) 
MITE 
(Minority Introduction to Engineering) 
c/o Cynthia Warner 
Dean's Office 
July 24. 1990 
6:00 - 6:40 p.m. 
MITE 
(Minority Introduction to Engineering) 
c/o Cynthia Warner 
Dean's Office 
July 25. 1990 
6:00 - 6:40 p.m. 
PAGE TWO 
TOURS OF AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
FEW 
(Freshman Engineering Workshop) 
c/o Keith Oden 
Dean•s Office 
July 26, 1990 
9:00 a.m. - 10:45 a.m. (2 Groups} 
EXHIBIT 8 
Tech Gets NASA 
~pace Grant 
NASA has selected Georgia Tech as 
one of 21 National Space Grant Colleges/ 
Consortia. 
Other members of the consortium are 
Clark-Atlanta University, Georgia State 
University and Tuskegee University. 
Each consortia will receive up to 
$225,000 per year for at least five years, 
and are·expected to obtain matching 
non-federal funds. 
The consortia also will receive 
$100,000 from NASA to support 
undergraduate and graduate fellow-
ships.• 
Objectives of the Georgia Institute of 
Technology Space Grant Consortium are 
to strengthen aerospace activities and 
promote awareness of aerospace career 
opportunities, particularly among women 
and under-represented minorities. 
The co-nsortium will accomplish these 
objectives through sponsorship of a wide 
variety of activities and programs 
throughout the year. 
The Space Grant Office, located in the 
Savant Building on the Georgia Tech 
campus, is headed by Dr. David Peters, 
professor of aerospace engineering. 0 
EXHIBIT 9 
BUDGET FOR NASA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM 
FEBRUARY 1, 1991 - January 31, 1992 
ITEM TOTAL NASA GRANT COST SHARING 
PI (25°/o) 26,796 13,398 13,398 
Staff Asst. (100°/o) 26,256 13,128 13,128 
Faculty for Short Course 4,000 3,000 1,000 
Fringe Benefits (26.3°/o) 15,005 7,502 7,503 
Travel 6,000 5,000 1,000 
Advertising and 
Supplies 3,000 3,000 0 
Space Camp 19,143 9,572 9,571 
School Activities 1,500 700 700 
24 hours at Tech 5,300 2,650 2,650 
Additional 
Fellowships 10,000 4,500 5,500 
Furnishings and 
computer equipment 8.000 0 8.000 
TOTAL GT 125,000 62,500 62,500 
SUBCONTRACTS 
Clark Atlanta 50,000 25,000 25,000 
Georgia State 50,000 25,000 25,000 
Tuskegee 50.000 25.000 25,000 
Sub-Total 275,000 137,500 137,500 
Overhead (62.5%) 
on GT and first 25K 
of each subcontract 125.000 62.500 62.500 
TOTAL 400,000 200,000 200,000 
Fellowships 100.000 100,000 __ o
GRAND TOTAL 500,000 300,000 200,000 
SPACE CAMP AWARD WINNER FOR 
BEST ACHIEVEMENTS 
STUDENTS GOING TO 
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT 
CENTER, HUNTSVILLE, AL 
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT 
CENTER, HUNTSVILLE, AL 
AWARDS CEREMONY - SPACE CAMP 
(Left to Right) 
James Langley, VP of Development 
Georgia Tech 
Torn Harnall, Director, Civic Affaj 
Georgia Tech 
Russ Studevan, Principal, Walden 
Middle School 
Buzz, Georgia Tech Mascot 
Vice President of Georgia Tech 
Development, James Langley, give~ 
congratulattons to participants 
in Georgia Tech Space Camp 
Space Camp Participants showing 
off their awards 
/·-··NJ\51\ 
National Aeronautics and ~ • l5 
Space Administration \ f\ C::... 
Y..'ashington, D.C. U LIS . "'}J {j_ .--/ 
TO: Space Grant Program Directors 
FROM: XEU/Richard Devon 
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The due date for the annual report is December 15th. This Q01f )r 
year we will be using an entirely different method of ~ ,(J)f '· 
reporting. Last year, we found that, despite the guidelines ~~ 
that were issued, there was a great deal of variation in the 
form and content of the reports - much more than that due to 
the substantive differences between the programs themselves. 
Further, when we had to compile national statistics for the 
Space Grant program, it was both arduous and inaccurate. So, 
we have decided to do it electronically. 
We are having a data acquisition program written in _Clipper, 
which is a high-level language that is particularly apt for 
producing on-screen forms. The result will be that a report, 
in the usual sense, will no longer be produced. Rather, 
information about the program will be entered directly into 
the co~puter. Where more than quantitative and discrete 
entries may be needed, there will be pop-up windows in which 
as much textual commentary as·desired may be added. When 
completed, the resultant database will be sent back to us, 
either on a disk through the mail, or over the networks. 
When all the reports are in, we will have a database that can 
be swiftly analyzed for purposes of evaluation and for 
compiling national statistics. After a little editing, this 
national database will be shared with all the programs so 
that they have access to comprehensive information about all 
the other programs. So, for example, anyone interested in 
creating an interdisciplinary "gateway" course could 
immediately find the names, addresses, etc., even mailing 
labels, of those who had already done this in other programs. 
A corollary of this change is that we will no longer ask the 
program directors to categorize their activities in terms of 
the five major program goals. This system produced too much 
cross-referencing. Rather, discrete information describing 
each activity will be entered. In our database analysis, we 
will do the "mapping" between program activities and the five 
goals. So, for example, for underrepresented groups we 
.' .. N/\5/\ 
+-· 




Jly 10 Aun of F EH 
Dear Colleagues: 
JAN 2 4 1992 
Enclosed are instructions and materials for submitting your 
1991 Space Grant Annual Report electronically. Please return 
your completed report and suggestions for modifications by 
Wednesday 25 February 1992. 
There are three main goals for these reports and the database 
constructed for their use: to facilitate the gathering, 
reduction and dissemination of useful program information to 
all participants; to enable quick retrieval of national 
program statistics, in response to requests from the agency, 
other institutions, Con9ress, and the public; and, to provide 
the data which will help in evaluation of the national 
program as well as individual programs. Two additional 
databases are planned: a standardized tracking system for 
Space Grant Fellows; and a standardized budget reporting 
system. 
The usefulness of this approach depends greatly on your 
feedback as to how the system can be improved. 
Thank you for you careful reporting cf the data we are 




National Space Grant College 
and Fellowship Program 
Enclosures 
MEMORANDUM 
DATE: March 18, 1992 
TO: SPACE GRANT PROGRAM DIRECTORS 
FROM: RICHARD DEVON, NASA HQ 
RE: ANNUAL REPORT 
I am assuming that the annual report software is now 
functioning well enough for you to complete the annual 
report. we do not know how 1ong it will take you to complete 
the report, but we should have a deadline. So let's say the 
end of the month. We really do need to get the data in and 
to create the national database. This database will be very 
helpful to all of us. 
I do apologize for the software problems which set us back 6 
weeks. I feel a little like a ringmaster in a circus who 
calls in the elephants only to discover that someone had fed 
them several hundred pounds of apricots a few hours earlier. 
There are only two, small, residual problems with the 
software known to me. 
1. In the management section under Consortium Mana9ement 
Expenses there are two columns of figures which add 
automatically. One entry, that for the affiliate director(s) 
costs, is not included in the summation for either column. 
Ignor~ this, we will correct the summation process here. 
2. In the documentation, the Database User Guide, there is an 
error on page 23. On the first line of the last entry (Money 
Spent), delete the words "Space Grant." 
FOOTNOTE 
There have been several requests for a way to produce a bard 
copy of the report other than using a few hundred "Print 
Screen" commands. Much as we love, and fear for, the forests 
of the world we are looking at ways of doing this. 
11111.ANX> i
il!fl' ~ 
f a ~ 
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1992 DATA COLLECTION Page tort 
COMMUNICATIONS 
COf?y 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to ~r 31, ~a;J ~ 
Name of Consortium: • Program Grant 
• Capability Enhancement Grant 
h~cleOne) 







Other (Please Identify) 
{Circle One) 
Name of Contact: ERIAN ARMAN IOS 
Department: AEROSPACE 
Street 1: 
City: ATLANTA State: GA 
Attributes: Historically Black Colleges or Universities 
Other Minority Colleges and Universities 
Women's Colleges 
Academic Institutions for persons with 
disabilities 






Telephone: (404) 894-8202 Fax: (404) 894-9313 E-~ail:erian.armanios@aerospace ga 
tech.edu 
Reasearch Interest 1: Composites Research Interest 2: ~S..;.tr;;;..;u=c;..;;t..;;;;;;ur;;;..;:e;;.;;;s~----
Rcgional Affiliation: (New Englan~ Mid-Atlanti~;d-Western, 
Western, None) ~u 
Other Contact Name: Wanda Pierson-J eter 
Name: Space Grant Title: Program Coordinator 
I>epanocnent Aerospace SchooVCollege: Engineering 
Stree~ 1: Street 2: 
City: . Atlanta State: GA 
Telephone: (404) 853-0055 , Fax: (404) 894-9313 
Zip: 30332-0150 
E-Mail: 
Research Interest 1: Betenti on /Recur:J tment 
wanda.piersonjeter@aerospace. 
Research Interest 2: iatech.edu 
-:-.- -.- , .... ~- -
. ···:!:··'":"1 
1992 DATA COLLECTION 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Communications 
Page 1 ofl 
NASA 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, ~ 
Phase: 
Name of Consortium: GEORGIA - • Program Grant 
Name of Institution: SPELMAN COll.EGE 
SG Instinttion: or N (CircleOne) 
Type: Fom- earcolle e 
om-year university 




Other (Please Identify) 
(Circle One) 
Name of Contact: MAEREAN EVANS 
• Capability Enhancement Grant 
(Cirt\One) 
¥ ot(!jCircle One) 
Atttibutes: Historicall Black Colle _ Universities 
MlP~~ Co~es and Universities 
~men·s ~ges ~ 
cademic tutions for persons with 
disabilities 
Minority focused organizations 
None 
(Circle One) 
Space Grant Title: CAMPUS DIRECTOR 
Department: OFFICE OF SCIENCE, ENGINEERING SchooVCollege: 
AND TECHNICAL CAREERS 
Street 1: 350 SPELMAN LANE 
City: ATLANTA State: 






Reasearch Interest 1: oppoRTIINTTTfS Is SCTENCEResearchinterest2: _________ _ 
ENGINEERING A..'\D TECHNICAL~ FOR AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN 
Regional Affiliation: (New England, Mid-Atlan~~Mid-Westem, 
Western, None) '--(r:ude One) 
Other Contact Name: 
Name: Space Grant Title: 
Department: School/College: 
Street 1: Stn:et2: 
Oty: State: Zip: 
Telephone: Fax: E-Mail: 
Research Interest 1:--------- Research Interest 2:----------
~~.~.·w. ~~ti:;S;t-;;;~ ·:~:.·~~ ·~: :swl?Y9' :.=ttttcr': >:c·. , . _ .. ,_ .• _. ,. __ • _ . 
~..:' . ·- · .. :· ·.::·. 
1992 DATA COLLECTION 
COMMUNICATIONS 
NASA 
REPORTING PERIOD: Janumy 1, 1992 to December 31, ~~~ _ 
Phase: 
Name of Consortium: GEORGIA • Program Grant 
·Communications 
Page 1 ofl 
Name of Institution: msKEGEE 
• Capability Enhancement Grant 
SG lnstimtion: @or N (Circle One) 





Other (Please Identify) 
(Circle One) 
Name of Contact PHIL LORE'IAX 
Lead: 
(C~ne) 
¥ o~ircle One) 
Attributes: Historicall Black Colle es or Universiti 
Other Minority Colleges and Universities 
Women's Colleges 
Academic Institutions for persons with 
disabilities 
Minority focused organiutions 
None 
(Circle One) 
Space Grant Title: CAMPUS DIRECTOR 
Department: AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATI~hoo]/College: AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
Street 1: Street 2: 
Oty: TUSKEGEE State: ALABAMA Zip: 36088 
Jrelephone: (205) 727-8458 Fmc (205) 727-8333 E-Mail: 
Reasearch Interest 1: Hydroponj cs Research Interest 2: Materj al 5 and StnJctures 
Environmental ~
Regional Affiliation: (New England, Mid-Atlan · • outh East • d-W~ 
· Western, None) · ne) 





1relephone: (205) 727-8458 
Research Interest 1: HYDROPONICS 
Space Grant Title: CA.'fi»US CO-DIRECTOR 
SchooLK)ollege: AGRICLLTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
Stteet 2: 
State: ALABAtlA Zip: 36088 
Fax: (205) 727-8333 E-Mail: 
Research Interest 2:---------
. ~-· :. ·'i.'~:~-~~-lf_~ ... :~~; . ·. 
CommuniCations .,,_..,. · 




REPORTING PERIOD: January 17 1992 to December 31, 199,.;;;.-2~---
. Phase: C£ P~lc ~ 
Name of Consortium: GEORGIA • Program Grant 
Name of Institution: ci..ARx ATI..ANTA 
SG Institution: Vr N (Circle One) 
Type: 
Name of Contact: DR. KOFI BOll 
Lead: 
Attributes: 
• Capability Enhancement Grant 
(C~ne) 
¥ ovCircle One) 
Historicall Black Colle es or Universiti 
Other Minority Colleges and Universities 
women·s Colleges 
Academic Institutions for persons with 
disabilities 
Minority focused organiutions 
· None 
(Circle One) 
S~ Grant Title: CAMPUS DIRECTOR 
Department: VICE PRESIDENT Of RESEARCH School/College: 
AND SPONSORED PROGRA.."'S 
Street 1: JAMES P. BRAWLEY AT fAIR STREET Street 2: 
City: ATLANTA State: GA Zip:30314 
1relephone~404) 880-8595 Fax: (404) 880-8522 · E-Mail: 
Reasearch Interest 1: STRUCTURES/COMPOSITES Research Interest 2: ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
MATERIALS 
Regional Affiliation: (New England, Mid-Atlanti~-Mid-Western, 
y.'estem. None) ~--
Other Contact Name: 
Name: Space Grant Title: 
Department: SchooVCollege: 
Street 1: Street2: 
State: Zip: 
Telephone: Fax: E-Mail: 
Research Interest 1: --------- Research Interest 2:---------
1992 DATA COLLECTION 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Communications 
Page 1 of 1 
NASA 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, ~ 
Phase: 
Name of Consortium: GEORGIA · • Program Grant 
Name of Institution: cEoRGIA STATE 
SG Institution: (})or N (Circle One) 
Type: 
NameofContact: DR. CLEON ARRINGTON 
Department: VICE PRESIDENT OF RESEARCH 
S~ 1: UNIVERSITY PLAZA 
City: ATLANTA State: GA 
· ~-
• ~ility Enhancement Grant 
(Cir~~j 
¥o~cle0ne) Lead: 
Attributes: Historically Black Colleges or Universities 
OthC"Z Minority Colleges and Universities 
women~s Colleges 
Academic Institutions for persons with 
disabilities 
Minority focused organizations 
·None 
(Circle One) 
Space Grant Title: CAMPUS DIRECTOR 
School/College: 
Street 2: 
Telephone(404) 651-3157 Fax: (404) 651-4436 
Zip:30303 
- E-Mail: 
Reasearch Interest 1: ASTRONOMY Research Interest 2: _.-ED=U~C~AT=:..::I~O.~~o:..N -----
Regional Affiliation: (New England, Mid-Atlan · -Western, 
Western, None) 
Other Contact Name: 
Name: Space Grant Title: 
Department: School/College: 
Street 1: Street2: 
Oty: State: Zip: . . . 
Telephone: Fax: E-Mail: 
Research Interest 1: Research lntetest 2: 
. 
1992 DATA COLLECTION 
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURES 
January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
NAME OF CONSORTIUM: GEORGIA 
lNCOME: 
NASA Space Grant Funds 









Other (Please Identify) 
TOTAL NON-FEDERAL FUNDS 
TOTAL INCOME 
EXPENSES 
Direct Labor (Salaries. wages, 
and Fringe Benefits) 
Travel 
Supplies/Services 
Other Direct Costs 







Income and Expenditures 











Income and Expenditures 
Page2of2 
1992 DATA COLLECTION 
EXPENDITURE BREAKDOWN BY PROGRAM 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
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1992 DATA COLLECTION 
MANAGEMENT 
Janwuy 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Management 
Page 1 of4 
Consortium description, mission, objectives. major accomplishments and future direction. 
Development of strategic plan. 
Any proposed changes in cmrcnt operations. Yes 
Has a strategic plan been developed for the program~ Yes 
Number of affiliates IepJ."eSCnted in consortium planning and decision maldng. _ __;4~--
Number of non-affiliate organizations represented in consortium planning and 
d~onmaldn~ ____ I ____ __ 
Major disappointment in 1992 Collaboration among consortium members t~roughout the 
year should have been much stronger. 
BOARDOFDllrnCTO~AD~O~YGRO~ 
Description of composition, role and activities. Role of advisory committee/group with 
respect to technical evaluations of program activities. 
Number of persons in advisory committee/group. -----=-4 __ _ 
Number of meetings~ year. ___ 2 ____ _ 
AFFILIATES: 
Current strategy and procedure for recruiting affiHates. 
Objectives of coopenuion between lead and affiliate institutions, and mutual benefits to be realized. 
Factors affecting the gain or loss of affiliates. 
Number of affiliates gained during the current reporting period. __ on_e ___ _ 
Number of affiliates lost during the current reporting period. --..:z~e~r:o-9 __ _ 
Number of organizations which participated or sponsored Space Grant activities, but are 
not consortium members. ~£o~u-r---
List members of consortium which are: 
-Land Grant Universities 
Sea Grant Universities 
OFFICE FACILITIES: 




Please list the staffing for the consortium management. For each, show whether they are at 
the lead or an affiliate, what their total SG FIE is and what their management FIE is. Only 
list those, who in title or function, have at least some administrative duties. Those who have 
other Space Grant duties than management will have a total FIE larger than their managerial 
FrE, otherwise the figures will be the same. 
Number TotalFTE MNGTFrE 
Director 1 15% 1Q6; 
Assoc. Directors (Lead) -a-
Assoc. Directors (Affils) 3 3-5% 24 
Other Mngt. (Lead) 2 SO% (20 hrs) 50% (20 hrs 
Other Mngt (Affils) 1 1.5% %time 10% 
Supervisocyltechn (Lead) 1 50% {2Q )lrs) 
Supervisoxyltechn (Affils) () 
Clerical (Lead) 0 
Clerical (Affils) 2 
Please list any new faculty or staff that·you have helped procure using the Space Grant Program. 
Carlton E. Morris - Tuskegee (researcher - Space agriculture) 
Dr. Ashraf Badir - Georgia Tech (research on Clark Atlanta/Georgia Tech joint 
programs) · 
David Heusinger - Georgia Consortium (development/public relations) 
_t¥-t~~:~ti · .~.s~~~~7'?'-~:·>~>:· ::.;.~~.; ~ ~~.~-: .' -~ -~~ ~-! ... ~;.~ -.-_ 
. · -p . • · ; :-~-.. .J :- :'""~: .:_ ~~ - -~ •. : ~: - ··--.- .- .. :-:---.·· ·. 
--'-#-----···-------------- ----- . . -c ~._::. : .~_ .... __ ·::-"~-.:; ·: . 
Number disseminated during the current reporting period: 






Other (please specify): 12.000 - Space Agriculture brochures and 
Applications for summer programs 
--------------------
Description of plans to increase the visibility of the Program and generate inquiries. 
Other publicity (specify). 
OTHER 
· Please note any other development accomplishments. 
We have several outstanding proposals to 
The Southern Regional.Education Board 
The National Science Foundation 
SPACE GRANT LEVERAGING ACTIVITIES 
Management 
Page3of4 
Space Grant is a seed money program. ~lease list additional money that you gained (A) in 1992 
(for the present and future) over and above yom budget submitted for 1992. Also, list funds that 






A)~ed B) Lost 
251,275 (materials only;-----
Non-Profit Organiutions 
Other Federal 526.176 (over a five year period - contract begin 
TOTAL 7.'1l7 ,451 January 1993) 
Please note if the losses drove you below the required match. 
Give a brief account of the most significant gains and losses. 
Contribution by Rolls Royce Inc of a Metal Matrix Shell for Space Grant fellows' 
What are you pursuing at the moment? research 
Pharmaceutical companies and Westinghouse. 
PUBLICITY: 
Space grant events reported in the media dming the current reporting period: 
Newspapers , Radio Television 
Campus media 2 0 1 
Local media 0 0 1 
State 0 a 
National 0 0 1 
International 0 0 1 
1992 Data Collection 
Fellowships and Scholarships 
Fellowships and Scho]mbjpS 
Page 1 of3 
NASA Spda GTtllll Fellowship fllnlh Me to be uedfor mulents only. 'Tiley may be tiWGTtled to gf'Gilwzu 
stwlenls. in wlaicJJ CXJU tJaey tue knMdfdlowsiUps. or to lllldergnullltJU stwlents. tumd scholanhips. The 
criuria (recruitment IINl sekctiota). . fiU'aticn. purposes. «tivitiu. QNJ GtMIDII are tll 1M discretion of 1M 
COIISQrtium.IINl sMuld be within tJ4ined obj«tivu. 
January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
The following information is requested for both fellowship and ~olarship program in the C01l5<?rtium. 
Fellowship and scholarship data should be provi~ed as separate programs. 
Name of fellowship or scholarship program:. NASA Space Grant Fellowship - Tuskegee 
Contactperson: Phil Loretan 
Space Grant Institution(s) distributing awards: Tuskegee 
Sponsor(s) {if other than affiliate): 
Level: .-,.:.Graduate ..x,.Undergraduate 
H graduate, number of doctoral students: 
Number of students applied: 13 · · 
Number of fellowship or scholarship awards: 
Number of awards less than $800:_ 
Number of awards greater than $800: 
none 
3 
Typical amount of award: $6500 (one year tuition) 
Duration: 9 Months 
Briefly state recruitment strategies: On campus flyers and flyers sent to other HBCUs. 
Briefly state selection procedures: Space Grant Coordinator, Deans of Schools of Agriculture and 
Home Economics and School of Engineering and Architecture make the determinations. 
Brieflystateawardcriteria: u.s. Citizens, financ~ need, academic achievement, interest 
in Tuskegee University's N4SA research. 
Describe the use of role models and mentors !or _underrepresented minority students. 
an HBCU we util~ze our outstanding students to mentor younger African-American students. 





All Other Red ients 
Number of Number of Number of 





. ~=::. . ==oa < .. - . _,
z-- --o 0 -. -~ 
~ :f 
-r.-.::::=::=- = ~ 
NASA 
Fellowships and Scholarships 
Page2of3 
Provide a bibliography for any publications, articles, etc., written by fellowship/scholarship recipients. 
list research topics of fellowship I scholarship recipients. 
Please indicate the purpose{s) for the fellowship award: 
.x_Target underrepresented groups 
x_Reward excellence 
~Attract student to science/ engineering 
_Attract student to research 
_Attract student to design 
_Attract student to teaching 
_-support interdisciplinarity 
!_Critical economic need 
_Other (please specify) 
•Jnterdisdplinarity is characteristic of those research projects (or areas of study) in which there exists 
an innovative and/or non-traditional combination of theory and practice involving two or more 
disciplines. 






_Internship with Industry /Government 
_Social Service 
-Mentoring (K-12 or college students) 
-Other {please specify) 
_Other Activities {please specify) 
~~- ~-~ -..;, ....;, .. o:-~....l\--~~--"""'•·_. ..., •. , .. .._ ... lo- ...._ \ • • • • • , , , .~.nh •• •• a • • • 
Fellowships and Scholarships 
Page 3 of3 
NASA $19,444.50 - undergraduate 
$16,492.40 - graduate 
Total money awarded: $ _____ _ 
Break down the total money awarded as follows: 
NASA Space Grant$ $30, ooo 
Lead Institution: $ 
Academic Affiliates: $ 
State Government $ 
Other:$ 
Additional comments: 
Industry:$ 5, 936.90 
Non-Profit Organizations: $ 
Participants: $ 
Non-Federal: $ 
Other Federal: $ 
1992 Data Collection 
Fellowships and Scholarships 
Fellowships and Scholarships 
Page 1 of3 
NASA Space GTtllfl F~ fiiNb ~ Ulhe .-for 6llulenu only. 7'MJ nt1ZJ be 4ZWGI'ded to grtllblaU 
students, in whicJa Ct1Si! W., ~~n ID'IIte4fd~Dws~Ups. or to lllldugl'tJduau students. tumed scholan~Ups. TM 
aiuria {r«nUzment Glldsel«tiofa), ~JHII~• GCiivitiu, and GIMIDIIIJT~ Dl tJae discretion oftJr.e 
consortium. DNI sJwu14 be within~ objeaiw!s. 
January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
The following information is requested for both fellowship and ~olarship program in the COJlS<?rtium. 
Fellowship and scholarship ~ta should be provi~ as separate programs. 
Name of fellowship or scholarship program:_ RASA Space Grant Fellowship - Tuskegee 
Contactperson: Phil Loretan 
Space Grant Institution(s) distributing awards: Tuskegee 
Sponsor(s) {if other than affiliate}: 
Level: .,X Graduate ..._Undergraduate 
H graduate1 number of doctoral students: none 
Number of students applied: 1 o 
Number of fellowship or scholarship awards: 
Number of awards less than $800:_ 
Number of awards greater than $800: 
0 
2 
Typical amount of award: $6500 (one year tuition) 
Duration: _9_ Months 
Briefly state recruitment strategies: On campus flyers and flyers sent to other HBCUs. 
Briefly state selection procedures: Space Grant Coord ina tor, Deans of Schools of Agriculture and 
Home Economics and School of Engineering and Architecture make the determinations. 
Briefly state award criteria: u.s. Citizens, financial need, academic achievement, interest 
in Tuskegee University's- H4SA research.· 
Describe the use of role models and mentors for _Wlderrepresented minority students. 
an HBCU we utilize our outstanding students to mentor younger African-American students. 





All Other Reci ients 
Number of Number of Number of 
Male Female Persons w I Disabilities 
1 1 
)pill.AND.,. u~~ ~ 
. "tJ;;;;;;;-=. (I'~ 
~===~­., !!5::3: -===:. = 





. . . ~ .:"".--: . . . . ~ ' 
. . ··- . 
Fellowships aDd Scholarships 
Page2of3 
Provide a bibliography for any publications, articles, etc., written by fellowship/scholarship recipients. 
List reseatch topics of fellowship/ scholarship recipients. 
Please indicate the purpose(s) for the fellowship award: 
x._Target underrepresented groups 
_Reward excellence 
!_Attract student to science/ engineering 
:_Attract student to research 
_Attract student to design 
_Attract student to teaching 
_-support interdisdplinarity 
_Critical economic need 
_Other (please specify) 
• lnterdisciplinarity is characteristic of those research projects (or areas of study) in which there exists 
an i!fnopalive l!!ld/or non-traditional combination of theory and prtzetice involving two or more 
disciplines. . 






_Internship with Industry /Government 
_Social Service 
-Mentoring (K-12 or· college students) 
.other (please specify) 
_Other Activities (please specify) 
/::lMmi 




Fellowships and Scholmhips 
Page3of3 
NASA $19,444.50 - undergraduate 
$16,492.40 - graduate 
Total money awarded:$;.__ ___ _ 
Break down the total money awarded as follows: 










Other Federal: $ 
1992 Data Collection 
Fellowships and Scholarships' 
Fe1lowsbips and Scholmbips 
Page 1 of3 
NASA Spaa Gnmt Fe11owslaip f&llllls lire to he used for #IU:Ienls only. They may be atWUde.d tog~ 
students. in which~ lh9 Dn knlfeiJ.jdlowsJUps. or to lllltlogrtJduaU studmts. tUI'tllt!.d scJwlarships. TM 
crilerUz ( recruilmml Gild selectWr&). 41watior4. purptJSa. Getivitiu. tmd amount tue a.t .tlae discretion of 1M 
consortium. and shoWd be withindqined objeclivu. 
January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
The following information is requested for both fellowship and ~olarship program in the consortium. 
Fellowship and scholarship data should be provided as separate programs. 
Name of fellowship or scholarship program: GEORGIA SPACE GRANT 
Contact person: Cleon Arrington 
Space Grant Institution(s) distributing awards: Georgia State University 
Sponsor(s) {if other than affiliate): 
Level: +Graduate _Undergraduate 
H graduate, number of doctoral students: 4 
Number of students applied: 
Number of fellowship or scholarship awards: 
Number of awards less than $800: 
Number of awards greater than $800: 4 
Typical amount of award: $8000 per year 
Duration: _....;;;1~2 Months 
Briefly state recruitment strategies: Notified eligible department chairs of availability and . 
participant requirements. 
Briefly state selection procedures: Reviewed applicant data supplied by department chairs. 
Selection procedures are the same as university requirements for state funding 
Briefly state award aiterla: American citizens, areas of, research, gradepoint average; 
career goals. . · 
Describe the use of role models and mentors ror.underrepresented minority students. All students a 
from underrepresented groups and are in a number or support grou~s such as the National Ass 
opf B~9ck Chemists an~ Ch~lcal ~ngineers and the American Assn oi University Women, etc. 
artiapant representation ot awardees: 
Number of Number of Number of 
Male Female Persons w I Disabilities 
African -American 1 0 
Hispanic 0 1 
Native American 0 0 
Pacific Islander 0 0 




FeUowsbips and Scholarships 
P.ge2of3 
Provide a bibliography for any publications, articles, etc., written by fellowship/scholarship recipients. 
NONE 
List research topics of fellowship/ scholarship recipients. 
Please indicate the purpose(s) for the fellowship award: 
:x-Target underrepresented groups 
_Reward excellence 
_Attract student to science/ engineering 
_Attract student to research 
_Attract student to design 
_Attract student to teaching 
_-support interdisdplinarity 
_Critical economic need 
_Other (please specify) 
• Interdisciplinarity is characteristic of those research projects (or areas of study) in which there exists 
tzn innovative and/or non-traditional combination of theory and practice involving two or more 
disciplines. 






_Internship with Industry /Government 
_Social Service 
-Mentoring (K-12 or eollege students) 
-Other (please specify) 
_Other Activities (please specify) 
Research topics: Physical Studies of MethylPhophonate, Phosphorothioate ana 
2 '-0-methyl analo·gs of Ribo-and Deoxyribonucleic acis • 
Purification and structural characterization of manoprotein and 
galactoxylomannan ·of cryptococcus neoformans. 
Synthesis and characterization of nitrogen containing heterocycle 
with potential antiviral activity. · 
-:- .---,. ... :·· ·;.:.;_:- t::~~ -~~:~(1:~p:.~~~~--~-r~~~=~~:.:::::.~~ : ·-:~·- -·:.:~-=:-~-'~ .. --.~ ,_..,~,-, _ ~----~:~ .. ~--~-:?·~~~~ ~-:;~~§' · ____ ...:...._ _________________ --~~~~· -~--Mtt?lJJt rnnnnn 
GEORGIA STATE 
NASA 
Total money awarded: $ 30, ooo 
Break down the total money awarded as follows: 
NASA Space Grant:$ 30, ooo ·, 
Lead Institution: $ . ~~ 20 i 000 
Academic Affiliates:$ . 
State Government$ "' 
Other:$ .. 








; Additional a:munents: The funding -overlaps from year to year • and a1l students do not 
start at the same time. It would be easier to break this down by 
individual student and tell the tim~ frame that they would be funded 
for. 
1992 Data Collection 
Fellowships and Scholarships' 
Fellowships and Scholarships 
Page 1 of3 
NASA Spau Grant F~ fim4s t~re 10 be uedfor 6llAdmu only. They may be mwudt!.d to grodwzte 
studenls. in which~ they t~re kmtdfdlows~Ups. or to lllldogrGduau stwlents, unned scholarships. 1M 
criluia ( ,~ tm.a·~}. duration. Pfl'PO#S· Getivilies, ond GmOUtll DT~ Gt tlk. discraion of 1M 
consortium. and should be within dejind objectiYu. 
January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
The following information is requested for both fellowship and scholarship program in the consortium. 
Fellowship and scholarship data should be provided as separate programs. 
Name of fellowship or scholarship program: GEORGIA SPACE GRANT 
Contact person: Erian Armanios 
Space Grant Institution(s) distributing awards: Georgia Tech 
Sponsor(s) {if other than afflliate}: 
Level: x.._ Graduate _Undergraduate 
If graduate., number of doctoral students: 
Number of students applied: 32 
Number of fellowship or scholarship awards: 
Number of awards less than $800: -o-
N umber of awards greater than $800: 10 
Typical amount of award: 6600 per year 
Duration: Months until complet1on of Ph.D. 
Briefly state recruitment strategies: We advertise through the Black Graduate Student Assn, Nat' 1 
Society of Black Engineers, Fraternities, Sororities, Graduate Office, Publications, and 
open nouses. 
Briefly state selection procedures:· . We require 3 academic references and we select students 
baseaon the criter1a below. The consortium selects all students. 
Briefly state award aiteria: U.S. Citizen; area of research; target degree; career goals; 
gradepoint average; financ~al need. · 
Describe the use of role models and mentors fo~ underrepresented minoriW students. All of our 
fellowsbm· students are used as role ~odels and mentors becausedt~ey are underrepresented .m1p9r1t students wno nave succeeaea 6ecause tney-haa roie mo eis ana mentors. 





All Other Red ients 
Number of Number of Number of 








·. · - ': .-:-~ :· ·- ~-· . . ~ . -~- .: . . _ ... ~.: __ : 




~====-. :_ -o 
0 · ~C) 
~--- - - -~ GEORGIA TECH 
~-=--~G 
NASA 
Provide a bibliography for any publications, articles, etc., written by fellowship/scholarship recipients. 
list research topics of fellowship/scholarship recipients. 
Please indicate the purpose(s) for the fellowship award: 
_!.Target underrepresented groups 
_Reward excellence 
_Attract student to science/engineering 
~Attract student to research 
_Attract student to design 
_x_Attract student to teaching 
_-support interdisdplinarity 
_Critical economic need 
_Other (please specify) 
• Interdisciplinarity is characteristic of those research projects (or areas of study) in which there exists 
an innovative and/or non-traditional combination of theory and practice involving two or more 
disciplines. 






_Internship with Industry/Government 
_xSocial Service 
-Mentoring (K-12 or college students) 
-Other (please specify) 
_Other Activities (please specify) 
S!:J.;;::p;r;~;;::;~::·-?:-··; -: . :·· --: -~·~ · ;·. ~ :-< '!<~-- ;::: .;'~ ,*?t~4~~~~~:.--~-i~-~-;;~~:;:~~;~. :_:~,~p"·?1~ :~f~~;[~··::-~ ·:: 
.. - .;:,~ __ : ._ .. 
GEORGIA TECH 
Total money awarded: $!._o_,_0_0 .... 0 ___...,__ 
Break down the total money awarded as follows: 
NASA Spare Grant $10, ooo ·, 
Lead Institution:$ · :~ i'o ,~5oo . 
Academic Affiliates: $ ..  . ~ _:. 
State Government $ ~ · 
Other:$ . . · . . 
, 
Industty: $ -~ ~ 





Other Federal: $ 
Additional comments: The funding overlaps from year t:o year, and all students do not 
start ~t the same time. It would be easier to break this down by 
individual student and te11 the t:im~ frame that they would be funded 
for. 
1992 Data Collection 
Fellowships and Scholarships' 
FeUowsbips aDd ScholaJmips 
Pagelof3 
NASA ·S!Hl« Grtllfl FeiltlwMip fon4s t~re Ill be UIJdfor ~ ~- Tlaey 111111 be tNNUded to gl'ddllaU 
studorls. in whida ~1M] t~re lenltellfellowships. or to lllldergrllilwzk SliU:Ienls.IUIMd scholarships. TM 
crituia (r«TTIitmmm Gild W«tiM). ~ pwposes. «<ivitiu. Gild UIIIDIIIrl •~ tit the discretion of the 
consortium. tm4 sholdd be wit1aia tJ4iN!4 objectives. 
NASA 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
The following information is requested for both fellowship and scholarship program in the consortium. 
Fellowship and scholarship data should be provided as separate programs. 
Name of fellowship or scholarship program: GEORGIA SPACE GRANT 
Contactperson: Kofi Bota 
Space Grant Institution(s) distributing awards: Clark Atlanta 
Sponsor(s) (if other than affiliate): 
Level: __i;raduate _Undergraduate 
H graduate, number of doctoral students: 
Number of students applied: 15 
Number of fellowship or scholarship awards: 
Number of awards less than $800: 
Number of awards greater than $800: nine 
Typical amount of award: 4,000 
Duration: 1 yr Months 
Briefly state recruitment strategies; Advertising in the different schools and colleges in the 
Atlanta University Center (which bas 4 other HBCUs) and area high schools 
Briefly state selection procedures: Referred by department heads or counselors to Dr. Bota. 
Brieflystateawardaiteria: U.S. Citize11~, area of study~ GPA, career goals, financial. need. 
Describe the use of role models and mentors fu~ underrepresented minority students. We are an HBCU 
that is strongly in favor of providing mentors for our students as they matriculate through 
the urdverslip... We f;lnd that students who have mentors have higher retention rates. 
Partie. pant resentation ot awardees: 
Number of Number of Number of 
Male Female Persons w I Disabilities 




All Other Red ients 
hf'ft5i§'txwroec · ?99 wwww 
:. ; .. ~ .. ....  ·-- .. ·. .. ~ . .. 
NASA 
, 
Fellowships and Scholarships 
Page2of3 
Provide a bibliography for any publications, articles, etc., written by fellowship I scholarship recipients. 
none 
List research topics of fellowship/ scholarship recipients. 
Please indicate the purpose(s} for the fellowship award: 
!_Target underrepresented groups 
Reward excellence 
r Attract student to sden~/ engineering 
x.-Attract student to research 
_Attract student to design 
!_Attract student to teaching 
_-support interdisdplinarity 
L Critical economic need 
_Other (please specify} 
•Jnterdisciplinarity is characteristic of those research projects (or areas of study) in which there exists 
1m innovative and/or non-traditional combination of theory and practice involving two or more 
disciplines. 






_Internship with Industry /Government 
_!_SocialServi~ 
-Mentoring (K-12 or college students} 
-Other (please specify} 
_Other Activities (please specify} 
CLARK ATLANTA 
NASA 
Total money awarded: $ . .::;,.3o.::...l;~o.-..op;:.,._-.....__ 
Break down the total money awarded as follows: 
NASA Space Grant:$ · 30, ooo 
Lead lnstitu..: • $ . -; .-. : ·. uon.: .. -·.. -
Academic Affiliates:$ _ . ' 
State Government:$ ' · 
Other:$ - : . .. 
, 
Industry: $ . :-






Additional comments: The funding -overlaps from year to year, and all students do not 
start at the same · time. It would be easier to break this down by 
individual student and te11 the tim~ frame that they would be funded 
for. 
NASA 
1992 Data Collection 
Research Infrastructure , 
R.esearch Infrastructure 
Pagelof3 
For each Research Infrastructure p~ please provide the following information. 
REPORTING PERIOD: Januaty 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Program name: GEORGIA SPACE GRANT 
Contact person: ERIAN ARMANIOS 
Space Grant Institution: GEORGIA TECH/MORRIS BROWN COLLEGE 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate) 
Program status: 
Program stage: 
_!_Created by Space Grant 
_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken over by Space Grant 
_!_New program 
_Continuing support begun in year 
Programadivityobjed!ves (brieflystate):AD administrator/professor from Morris Brown COllege -( CU) 
and.a professor- from Georgia Tech have ~eamed to write proposals to obtain funding for a join 
ur:.ogra.m betw~n GT and ,.Mo;r:_Jt.is Brs>JiP• - · -
-uesmpfion 01 program toneny stateJ; If funding is awarded Morris Brown will en}lance their fac lty 
development, equipment enhancement and curriculum development and develop partnership with GT 
Evaluation mechanisms in place: _Yes College of Computing 
LNO 
Desaiption of methodology, outco~, significant benefits, and conclusions: Benefits will be the 
increase in opportunities for African Americans in the areas of Computing and Information Sci nces 
Collaborative efforts {check all that apply} 
_In Same Department 
_Other Department(s) in Same Institution 




x._ Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
!_Organization(s) Representing Wom~ Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
~w did these efforts expand the involvement of underrepresented minority persons? 
·~ Stated above 
">")'b)) ' ) ') 









Total cost of program:$ 1, 406 
Amount paid to date:$ 3, 900 Balance to be paid: Sw._3~~,..;JSuD6~-
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant$ $3900 Industry:$ 
LEAD Institution:$ 3506 Non-Profit Organization: $ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants: $ 
State/Local Government $ Other Federal: $ 
Other:$ 
Target 
{Provide numbers} .!_Faculty 
Activity: 
.x-. Graduate student 
LOther potential faculty 
_Post-Doc 
_Administrator 
{Provide numbers} _!_Seed money for research 2Travel to present paper 
.1....Travel to attend conference or workshop ...1...Establish research collaboration 
_VISiting scholar _Hold conf~ce or workshop 
l._Proposal preparation _Technical writing services 
_Student assistant _Computer services 
1.._Develop information resources for research opportunities 
Output- papers 
{Provide numbers} LPapers presented . ...LPapers submitted to refereed journals 
_Papers published by refereed journals _Papers accepted by refereed journals 
Output- proposals 
{Provide numbers) Submitted 
NASA 





Output -patents, copyrights, other: 




1992 Data Collection 
Research Infrastructure ,, 
. . - "'i~~ . - . .. ·; - ~- : :: . . 
Researdl Infrastruame 
Paget of3 
For each Research Infrastructure program, please provide the following information. 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 11 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Programname: CG-OP/GEORGIA TECH 
Contact person: ERIAN ARMANIOS 
Space Grant Institution: GEORGIA 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate) 
Program status: 
Program stage: 
~Created by Space Grant and ROLLS ROYCE! 
_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken over by Space Grant 
-~ew prOgram 
_Continuing support begun in year 
,-
Program adivify objectives {briefly state}: To provide equipment for advanced student research. 
Desaiption of program {briefly state): Rolls Royce provided the consortium with a metal matrix 
shell for use in research for graduate students in the area of composites. 
Evaluation medlanisms in place: _Yes 
~No 
Desaiption of methodology, o~, significant benefits, and oonclusions: 
Benefits - Exposure to materiais used in industry and application· of knowledge to problems. 
Collaborative efforts {check an that apply} 
_In Same Department 
_Other Department(s) in Same Instjtution 




_Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
_Organization(s) Representing Wom~ Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
·~ 
How did_ these efforts expand the involvement of wtderrepresented minority persons? 
The consortium is making an effort to attract underrepresented minorities to this area of re e~ 
--------· .· .. - . -.-.. - . 













Total cost of program:$ 550 per quarter for each student 
Research Infrastructure 
Page2of3 
~ountpaidtodate:$ 3300 · U Balancetobepaid:$ nndetennined at this time 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant $ -o- Industry: $ 3300 + 
LEAD Institution: $ -o- Non-Profit Organization: $ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants: $ 
State/Local Government$ Other Federal: $ 
Other:$ 
Target 






{Provide numbers} _Seed money for research _Travel to present paper 
_Travel to attend conference or workshop _Establish research collaboration 
_Visiting scholar _Hold conference or workshop 
_Proposal preparation _Technical writing services 
_Student assistant _Computer services 
_Develop information resources for research opportunities 
Output- papers 
{Provide numbers} .LPapers presented J.._Papers submitted to refereed journals 









Output - patents, copyrights, other: 
{Provide numbers and a brief description} 
Submitted Funded 




\. -- f~ 
.,:.___:_ - ~ 
NASA 
··-. : ~.:r. 
. • 
DIRECTOR'S REPORT , 
ON RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE 
Research lnfrastmcture 
Page3of3 
This page need only be completed one time. It summarizes and encompasses all research infrastructure 
building activities. 
nus page assesses changes in climate for research at oonsortium institutions. Indicators of climate for 
research include more space, more equipment, more in-house funding, more release time, better 
sponsored programs office, better computer services, more rewards for research in promotio~ research 
stressed more in recruitment. 
Please¥ off any changes in the research climate of the consortium institutions funded: 
11
/ More space 
ore equipment . 
rein-house funding 
re release time 
~~sponsored program services 
_./'Better computer services 
_More rewards for research in promotion 
_Research stressed more in recruitment 
Please add your comments about the research infrastructure activities and results. How successful 




====Iii == -::::::::.====:;: 




1992 Data Collection 
Research Infrastructure ,, 
For each Research Infrastructure~ please provide the following infonnation. 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to Dea!mber 31, 1992 
Programname: GEORGIA SPACE GRANT 
Contact person: ATEF GHOBRIAL 
Space Grant Institution: GEORGIA STATE 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate) 
Program status: 
Program stage: 
!_Created by Space Grant 
_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken over by Space Grant 
...x...New program 
_Continuing support begun in year 
Program adivif:Y objectives {brlefly'state]: Seed money to write proposals for research in 
aviation. . . 
Desaiptionofp~gram {brieflystate): .Dr. Gbobrial (GSU) and 5 Georgia Tech faculty members hav 
teamed to write interdisciplinary prowsals to examine such topics as·buman factors in aviat on, 
Evaluationmechanismsinplace: _Yes aviation terrorism and safety. 
_!_NO 
Description of methodology,~~ significant benefits, and oondusions: 
Significant benefit would be fundin& for research which would supplement students and profes rs. 
Collaborative efforts {check an that apply} 
_In Same Department 
_Other Department(s) in Same Institution 
~Other Institution(s) of Higher Education. 
_K-12 Institution(s) · 
.!._Industry 
_NASA Center(s) 
x_Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
LOrganization(s) Representing Women, Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
How did these efforts expand the involvement of underrepresented minority persons? 
Funding received from proposal writing will in part fund minority students. 
~32~~*?~~~~b2!?to.~?»!>'!t!!=~~ - ~?:rnq~,(u:r.x~·~·~~~-== .. __ ~: < , -~ .- -. ,~ 
' . .· :-; ·. :. 
~~.AND .. ; ci~l ~ 
3~ ell 
~==a.=e ~==- __:.:=::-a 
<= -~ 
~~ ~0 








Total cost of program: $~..;,..;65~0....;.0 __ 
Amount paid to date:$ 2325 
Psychology 
Balance to be paid: $ 417 5 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant $ 3500 Industry: $ 
LEAD Institution:$ 3000 Non-Profit Organization:$ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants: $ 











{Provide numbers} JL_Seed money for research _Travel to present paper 
~Travel to attend conference or workshop ~Establish research collaboration 
_VISiting scholar _Hold conference or workshop 
LProposal preparation _Technical writing services 
_Student assistant _Computer services 
x_Develop ~~rmation resources for research opportunities 
Output- papers 
{Provide numbers} ~Papers presented _Papers submitted to refereed journals 
_Papers accepted by refereed journals ! _Papers published by refereed journals 
Output- proposals 
{Provide numbers} Submitted Funded 
N~A 0 





Output- patents, copyrights, other: 
{Provide numbers and a brief description} 
~AND' 








For each Research Infrastructure program, please provide the following infonnation. 
REPORTING PERIOD: Janucuy 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Programname: CLARK ATLANTA/GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH COLLAB.ORATION: ARO 
Contact person: KOFI BOTA 
Space Grant Institution: Clark Atlanta/Georgia Tech 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate) Army Research Off ice (ARO) 
Program status: 
Program stage: 
_Created by Space Grant 
~Supplemented bj Space Grant 
_Taken over by Space Grant 
~New program 
_Continuing support begun in year 
Program activity objectiyes {briefly state}: Faculty exchange and student research opportunities. . . 
Desaiption of program {briefly state}: Students from CAU, which is an HBCU, will come to Georgi 
Tech to gain a research opportunity in various area~ of aerospace engineering. 
Evaluation medlanisms in place: _x_Yes 
_No 
Description of methodology~~, significant benefits, and oondusions: 
Students gain research, and faculty have an opportunity to enhance and share their own resea ch 
Collaborative efforts {check an that apply} . 
:: In Same Department 
1LOther Department(s) in Same Institution 




2L Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
LOrganization(s) Representing W~ Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
How did these efforts expand the involvement of underrepresented minority persons? 
Clark Atlanta is a Historically Black Institution and is the main contractor. 
L-------------~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----------~ 
















Total cost of program:$ 526, 176 was awarded 
Amount paid to date:$ o Balance to be paid: $ 52 6, 1 76 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant $ Industry: $ 
LEAD Institution:$ Non-Profit Organization:$ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants:$ 
State/Local Government$ Other Federal:$ 526, 176 
Other:$ 
Target 






{Provide numbers} _Seed money for research ~Travel to present paper 
_Travel to attend conference or workshop .x_Establish research collaboration 
_VlSiting scholar _Hold conference or workshop 
_Proposal preparation _Technical writing services 
_JStudent assistant lL Computer services 
_Develop ~ormation resources for research opportunities 
Output- papers 
{Provide numbers) .!LPapers presented .D_Papers submitted to refereed journals 









Output - patents, copyrights, other: 














1992 Data Collection 
Higher Education Programs , 
Higber Edncatioo 
PqelofS 
Higher ducation progrQ/ftS tue ~tilting pllJu at 1M CDilqUu IDellllld ertCtllllpiiSS tluJse octivitiawiUcla 6DW 
studorls.faculry. and/or 1M institution. Admtia include. but tue not limitediD, auriaJwra ~lopmelrt. 4laip Gild 
imp~Dnmtation of new major 11114 minor llTe4S of stwly,lumds-on oc:tiftties, txll(erences. othu student SllflpOI'I (~of 
sdwltuships; including und.ergr~Mluau. but not grtlllwJte letld) Teserrcla Tdaletl Delivitiu, DNI worbhops GS well u 1M 
~pmml and disscn.ination of software, problem sets. videos. public«ioru. tllldlt.m. HigheT educcm011 programs •e 
e:xc~lknt vdicks for Space GrQIII to pTOIItOU 1M use cf mentors and role models u wdlDS utDblish Uaterdisciplilu;zry 
cou.rsu Dnd cenlers. 
For each "higher education" program, please provide the following information. 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Program name: BLACK GRADUATE STUDENT BANQUET 
Contactperson: WANDA PIERSON JETER 
Space Grant Institution: GEORGIA TECH 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate) OFFICE OF THE DEAN 
Status: _Developing X_ Implemented 
Program was: _Created by Space Grant 
!_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
Program activity objectives {briefly state): To recognize outstanding Black Graduate Students -
for achievement in academics 
Evaluation mechanism in place: _Yes 
x._No 
Description of methodology, outcomes, significant benefits, and conclusions: 
Students have complained that their efforts are ignored, we are attempting to remedy this pro lem 
Collaborative efforts {check all that apply} 
_In Same Department 
~Other Department(s) in Same Institution 




_Other Federal Government ·· 
_-Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
~Organization(s) Representing Women, Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
·~ra, 
. tJ;;;;;;;=. = 
~===-=za ~--=--oa <===-. _, 
~--- g 
'i - ~~f . ~-===- __::_:::::::::: ~ 
NASA 
Total cost of program: $$925. oo 
Amount paid to date$ 925 • oo Balance to be paid$ o 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant $ o Industry: $ 
, 
LEAD Institution:$ 425. oo Non-Profit Organization:$ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants: $ 
State/Local Government$ Other Federal:$ 




__ not applicable 
Frequency: _z_Annual Frequency 
_One Trme Only 
_Not Applicable 
Academic level of target audience (may be one or more): 
_Faculty _xGraduate 
_Undergraduate _Other (specify) 
Student development activities: {check all that apply) 
_Career guidance/recruitment/retention/mentoring 
_Coop /intern experience 
_Other Student Support (specify) 
_Conferences/Meeting · 
~Other (specify) Recognition of accomplishments 
Institutional development activities: 
_New major 
_New minor or emphasis 
_New center 






Course development activities: 





















Other characteristics and products: 
_Publications (provide bibliography) 
_Poster Session 
_Exhibit 
Plans for dissemination of above?_Y es x No 
If yes, please describe. 




{Please provide estimates where possible.} 














.All Other Persons 
Females 
16 







All Other Persons 










Persons with Disabilities 
n/a 
Persons with Disabilities 
Number of 
Persons with Disabilities 
Number of 
Persons with Disabilities 






M= -=.=• -<-- -,z.===-· -=o o _a 






Please describe any use of role models from underrepresented groups or curricular oontent which 
reflects the experiences, achievements and culture of underrepresented groups. 





GARRY HARRIS~ THE PRESIDENT OF THE ATLANTA CHAPTER OF THE NATIONAL TECHNICAL 
ASSOC.IATION WAS THE BANQUET SPEAKER. GARRY IS AN AFRICAN AMERICAN ENGINEER WHO 
WORKS FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION AND IS. A WELL KNOWN COMMuNITY LEADER. 
GARRY ENCOURAGED THE BLACK GRADUATE STUDENTS AT TECH TO .CONTINUE THEIR PURSUIT OF 
ADVANCED DEGREES. 
.· 
1992 Data Collection 
Higher Education Programs , 
::::;::_ .. . 
Higher Education 
Page 1 ofS 
Higf.er du.calion progrtiiiU tu¥ tiiDSJe IGiilfl p1«c 1111M CJD~Zquu lnd twl aoompa.ss ~ «tivilies wiUda «TW 
Slwlmls.facldry. mull or 1M instir.tU. ktiWda ~ but DN nollimited kJ, auriadum developiiiDII. duign Gild 
imp~"Jtation of neM' major twl minM #IIYJIIS t1{ 61114]. Nmds-ota «tivitia. C«(uDM:u, CJdau Sludmt Sllpport (~of 
sckok."rships; ~undug~ '*' lll1t 6rtMi~Mu lnd) TeS«Uda r~ activitiu. ond worksMps liS well as flu!. 
~moa and dissemintltion cf software. probb set:s. video$, publioatiotu. 4JIId IDbs. Highu e.dut:tztioft progTQIIIS u~ 
~dlen! vdicks for Spaa Grtmllo p~ 1M liSle of menton DNI ro~ modds liS wdltu ~lisla interdisciplinary 
COUT'#S and cento-s. 
For each "higher education" program, please provide the following information. 
i REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Program name: BLACK GRADUATE STUDENT MIXER 
Contact person: ~ANDA PIERSON-JETER 
SpaCE Grant Institution: GEORGIA TECH 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate} 
Status: _Developing ~Implemented 
Program was: _. Created by Space Grant 
~Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
Pro~ activity objectives {briefly state}: To introduce Black Graduate Students to faculty, and 
administrators ana provide network opportunities. 
Evaluation mechanism in place: _Yes 
~No 
Description ofmethodology, outcomes, significant benefits, and oonclusions: 
Students were able to form bonds and networks which we hope will aid in retention factor. 
Collaborative efforts {check all that apply} 
_In Same Department · · 
_Other Department(s) in Same Institution 




_Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
.x_Organization(s) Representing Wom~ Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
. . . . : . . : . . ·. . . ·. . - . . . .... . . . : . . . ~ .- ~ · ... • ~· · .. 
"JJ.~AND,. r./Wfll\ ~~a.• .. 
~=-===-.s 




Total cost of program:$ 185. oo 
Amount paid to date$ 185 • oo Balance to be paid$ o 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant:$ 185. oo Industry: $ 
LEAD Institution:$ Non-Profit Organization:$ 
Academic A££iliate(s): $ Participants: $ 





__ not applicable 
Frequency: _!_Annual Frequency 
_One Tune Only 
_Not Applicable 
Academic leVel of target audience (may be one or more): 
L-Faculty ...x.Graduate 
_Undergraduate _!_Other (specify) administrators 
Student development activities: {check all that apply} 
..!...Career guidance/recruitment/retention/mentoring 
_O>op /intern experience 
_Other Student Support (specify) 
_Conferences/Meeting 
_Other (specify) 
Institutional development activities: 
_New major 
_New minor or emphasis 
_New center · 




Course development activities: 
{specify upper or lower division} 
_For Credit 
_Seminar 





Multidisci lin - pary 
_Other (specify) 












!_Other(specify) Will be an annual event for the purpose of retention 
Other characteristics and products: 
_Publications (provide bibliography) 
_Poster Session 
_Exhibit 
Plans for dissemination of above?_Yes xNo 
H yes, please describe. 
Total number of participants: 103 graduate students and guests (II unknown) 
NASA 
{Please provide estimates where possible.) 














All Other Persons 
Females 
16 





All Other Persons 
Number of 
Males 










Persons with Disabilities 
Persons with Disabilities 
Number of 
Persons with Disabilities 
Number of 
Persons with Disabilities 
Higher Education 
Page4of5 
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Higher Education 
PageSofS 
Please describe any use of role models from underrepresented groups or curricular content which 
reflects the experiences, achievements and culture of underrepresented groups. 
Using Appendix 1, please note: 
Primary discipline: 
- ·H applicable: 
Secondary discipline: 
Tertiary discipline: 
ACTIVITY SPONSORED WAS FOR BLACK · GRADUATE STIJDENTS AS AN AID TO IN~E 
RETENTION. ALL BLACK PROFESSORS AND ADMINISTRATORS FROM GEORGIA TECH ATTEND 
THESE EVENTS TO ENCOURAGE GRADUATE STUDENTS. 
1992 Data Collection 
Higher Education Programs 
Higher Education 
PagclofS 
KarAer~ilmpqTGIIU ~ 11tose ~ plDcc 111 1M collqi.au lnd IINl ~ t1aou DCtivitia wlaida UtW 
stwiDfts./IJCMII]. 11114M tM Uutitlltiot&.. AaiWtia incLMJe. but ~ NJilincUed ID. CII1'Tiadum detle/opment. daip 4114 
~ion of new IIIQjor 11114 mintJr •eas of study. Nmds.on GCiivitiu. conferencu. otltu student suppott ( aclusiw tJf 
~; illclu.diftt &INlug~. but 1101 gTtJtiMDie levd) reuarr.Ja relawl GCtivitiu. DN1 worhMps tu well DS the 
~Gild~ cf sojtworc.probkm sets. Wdeos.p, · ~lictltions. Dndlabs. Highu edualtion progmnu GTe 
exalknl veJUclesf« SptJU Gnmt lo promote the use of moaton mul role modd.s tu weU tu utabUsla inludisciplinary 
COfiTUS lind CDfUn. 
For each "higher education" program, please provide the following information. 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Program~ GEORGIA SPACE GRANT 
Contact person: CARLTON E. MORRIS 
Space Grant Institution: . TUSKEGEE UNIVERSITY 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate} 
Status: ~Developing _Jmplemented 
Program was: _Created by Space Grant 
L_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
Program activi~ objectives {briefly state}: TO TRAIN STUDENT TEACHERS IN HYDROPONIC METHODS TO 
USE AS A MEANS FOR TRAINING CLASSES ABOUT GROWING FOOD FOR LONG-TERM SPACE MISSIONS. 
Evaluation mechanism in place _x_Yes 
· _No 
Description of methodology, outcomes, significant benefits, an_d conclusions: 
. Students receive exposure to sn±no:Ifs of space research and learn 
Collaborative efforts {meek all ~t~pPYyfxciting new field of · study. 
_In Same Department . 
_!Other Department(s) in Same Institution 




_Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
_Organization(s) Representing Women, Underrepresented Minorities, or 





Total cost of program: $_1 ........ 5 ....... 9 ...... 1 __ _ 
Amount paid to date$ 1591 Balancetobepai~$ o 
Break doWn the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASASpaceGrant$ 1591 Industry:$ 
LEAD Institution:$ Non-Profit Organization:$ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants:$ 
State/Local Government $ Other Federal: $ 
Other:$ 
Duration: __ days 
__6_Weeks 
__ months 
__ not applicable 
Frequency: ..,!.Annual Frequency 
_One Tune Only 
_Not Applicable 
Academic level of target audience (may be one or more): 
_Faculty _Grad~ 
~Undergraduate _Other (Specify) 
Student development activities: {check all that apply} 
_Career guidance/recruitment/retention/mentoring 
_Coop/intern ~ence 
_Other Student Support (specify) 
_Conferences/Meeting 
~Other (specify) 
Institutional development activities: 
_New major 
..x..N ew minor or emphasis 
_New center 




Course development activities: 
{specify upper or lower division} 







Multidisd l;n~PV - P~J 
_Other (specify) 










~~er(specify)demostration for use in the classroom 
Other characteristics and products: 
_Publications (provide bibllography) 
_Poster Session 
_Exhibit 
Plans for dissemination of above?..!_Yes _No 




Total number of participants: 2 students teachers during 1992 - but affects on each school 
population where they were doing student teaching. 
I 
NASA · 
{Please provide estimates where possible.) 
Number of male students served: 2 tt?dant teachers - 100' s of students 
Numberof Numberof 
Males Persons with Disabilities 




All Other Persons 
Number o! female students served: 100' e of etn&mts 
Females Persons wJtb Pisbilities 




All Other Persons 





All Other Persons 
Number of 
Mal Em 









Persons with Disabilities 
. Numberof 
Persons with Disabllitiet 
r 
NASA 
Please describe any use of role models from underrepresented groups or curricular content which 
reflects the experiences, achievements and culture of underrepresented groups. 
U • A Both~P..~~eot teachers were male African Americans. smg ppen""'" 1; please note: 
Primary disdpline: Vocational Education 
If applicable: 
Secondary discipline: Sciences - Olemistry, biology 
Tertiary d!sdpline: 
. . 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1., 19921o December 31, 1992 
Program Jla.llle NASA Space Grant 
Contact person: Philip A. Lotetan 
Space Grant ~tution(s): Tuskegee Uniuersity 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate) Atlanta Parks ana Recreation Program 
Atlanta Flower Show 
: Status: _Developing ~Implemented 
Program was: _Created by Space Grant 
.x.Supplell!ented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
Pro~ a~~ objectives {briefly state}: to orient the general public to the teams effort 
required in ~ing fooc5 for for long-tQrm space missions. 
Evaluation ~Yes 
·-~No 
Description of methodo16~, .outcomes, slm!ficant benefits, and concl~ons. use of demonstrations 
to shot.~ teatllWOrk required · for grow~ 'food for long-term 5paoe mssions. 
This proS:~r~~e d~i~~r~Profu6fi{&~&ilr~applyf:cipants will complete . surveys . 
..!.Inte:raction behveen parents and chlldren 
_Kno\•:ledge of community resources 
_x_Generallnterest in science and technology 
The activity "-""aS: 
X Issue driven - . 
.!_Driven by a specific discipline ar~ 
Please briefly state the issue or discipline. 
The Atlanta Flower Show was a horticulture display ard growing food for long-term space 




Total cost of program: $ 21862 
Amount paid to date: $ 2, 862 
Cost of .,Space Agriculture" brochures 
Balance to be paid:$. __ _ 
Break do-wn the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant $ 2, 862 Industry: $ 
LEAD Institution:$ Non-Profit Organization:$ . 
Acade:nic Affillate(s): $ Partidpants: $ 






Frequency: _Annual frequency 
~One time only · 
_Not applicable 


























Total number of participants: 40 ,ooo 









All Other Persons.,. 









- All Other Persons 
22,000 (approximate only) 
Did thls activity utilize Land Grant extension agents? _Ye11 .l.,No 
Please Desaibe 
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K-12 (or precollege) prognzms muliZditnties mJumce II1Ul broaden bunoledge of both staulmts tm4 
teachers, 11nd inclwh W2cher prepamtion mul enluuu::ement, curricallJtm development, lind sbulenf 
opportwnities. Such lldivilies ge:nemlly occur in 11 fornud eduution setting. 
~-====-.........____::~ 
NASA 
For each K - 12 program, please provide the following information. 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Program name: ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY HIGH SCHOOL BANQUET 
Contact Person: WANDA PIERSON JETER 
Space Grant Jnstitution(s): GEORGIA TECH 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate) 
Status: _Developing !_Implemented 
Program was: _Created by Space Grant 
_!_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
K-12 
Page 1 of3 
~activity objecli:ves {briefly state): To provide scholarships for young African-American 
femafe--high school students. · 
Evaluation mechanism in place: ~Yes 
_No 
Description of methodology, outcomes, significant benefits, and conclusions. 
African American females receive financial support that they may have not been able to obta n 
Collaborative efforts {check all that apply} elsewhere. 
_In Same Department _ 
_ Other Department(s) ·in Same Institution 




_Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
.x_Organization(s) Representing Women, Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
!!!!f!i!!liE 20-lUUIIIUUJIIJIL Inn ii '"" nau - . == 
NASA 
Total cost of program: $~1 ""'""''o ...... o.....__ __ 
Amount paid to date: $1200 Balance to be paid: $ o 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant: $ 600 Industry: $ 
, 
LEAD Institution:$ 600 Non-Profit Organization:$ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants: $ 
State/Local Government:$ Other Federal:$ 
Other:$ 
Duration: __ 1 _days 
__ weeks 
__ months 
Frequency: ..!_Annual frequency: 
_One time only: 
_· Not applicable: 








_Students and Teachers 
~Parents 
















Number of administrators 10 
Demographics of Participants: 










All other persons 
Activities: {Check all which apply} 
Females 
65 
Persons with Disabilities 
_Conference _. Workshop 
_Science Fair /Exhibit _Academic Program 
_x.Other (specify) scholarship banquet 





~Increase awareness of scholarships 
_:Expand knowledge 







_x_Other (Specify) · 
scholarships 
Using Appendix 1, please note: 
Primary discipline: 
If applicable: 
_Research _Rble Models 
_Field 1'rlps _Course Outline 
Lab '_Lesson Plan 
Problem seiS _Demonstration 
_Video _Book 
..:!.,Role models for underrepresented groups 





~==e:.~e ..1== -=-a <-=--- . _,f>-- g 
~ . - J~ 
-s.=-=---~ 
NASA 
1992 Data Collection 
K-12 Programs , 
K.-12 (or~) prognrms tDUf lldit1ities ~ 4JUl brotulen bwroledg~ of both staulmts lmll 
teachers, an4 indauk UAdaer p1ep41wtion an4 enhancement, curriculum deDdopment, mui mulent 
opport~miJies. Such~ genendly tJCJC:W in Q fomud ~duution setting. 
For each K - 12 program, please provide the following infonnation. 
REPORTING PERIOD: Janttal)' 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Program name: GEORGIA SPACE GRANT 
Contact Person: PHIL LORETAN 
Space Grant I:J:lstitution(s): TUSKEGEE -UNIVERSITY 
·. -·· -' F:-;::-;: 
K-12 
Page 1 of3 
Name of sponsor{s): {if other than affiliate} U.S. DEPT. OF ENERGY AND NAVY AS WELL AS INDUSTRY 
Status: _Developing !_Implemented 
Program was: _Created by Space Grant 
_!.Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
Program activity objectives {briefly state}: TO PREPARE HIGH -SCHOOL STUDENTS FOR COLLEGE, WITH 
SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON· SCIENCE, MATH AND PRE ENGINEERING, THROUGH A I OF PROGRAMS TAILORED TO 
Evaluation mechanism in place: x._Yes STIJDENTS 'S CLAS~IFICATION 
_No 
Description of methodology, outcomes, significant benefits, ~d conclusions. STIJDENTS ARE OFFERED CO ES 
IN MATH SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING WITH SPACE GRANT ASSISTANCE FOR TRAVEL. 
Collaborative efforts {check all that apply} · 
_In Same Department 
_x_Other Department(s) ·in Same Institution 




~Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s} 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
_Organization(s) Representing Wom~ Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
, 
NASA 
Total cost of program:$ 222, ooo 
Amount paid to date:$. __ _ Balance to be paid: $._ __ 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant:$ 1000 Industry: $ 90, ooo 
LEAD Institution:$ Non-Profit Organization:$ 25, ooo 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants: $ 
State/Local Government:$ Other Federal: $100, ooo 
Other:$ 
Duration: . __ days 
..6=Jl_Weeks 
__ months 
Frequency. ~Annual frequency: 
_One time only: 
_· Not applicable: 
Scheduling: _School Year ~Summer 







_Students and Teachers 
_Parents 












-. ,;. ."'; 
, 
NASA 
Number of administrators_2 __ 
Demographics of Participants: 
Males 
100 










All other persons 
Females 
100 
Persons with Disabilities 
Activities: {Check all which apply} 
_Conference _Workshop 
x_Academic Program _Science Fair /Exhibit 
_x()ther (specify) 
This program was designed to promote {check all that apply}: 
S~en~ T~ch~ . 
*-Increase awareness .·· 
x,_Expand knowledge/ skills 
LCareer guidance .· · 
_Increase awareness 
_Jlxpand knowledge 








NASA Center Tour 
Using Appendix 1, please note: 
_xResearch _xRble Models 
_xField 1Jips ~wse Outline 
xLab ~nPlan 
xProblem SetS· ~Demonstration 
....xVideo ~Book 
_zRole models for underrepresented groups 
Primary discipline: Mat bema tics 
If applicable: 
Secondary discipline: Engineering 
Tertiary discipline: Chemistry and Biology 
K-12 
Page3of3 
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NASA 
K-12 Programs 
K-12 (ar Fec.olJegd ptog•w:ms 41114 cl~.d ~ n4 brOtJ4en brorDWg.t of both sta~tlmfs lltl.d 
teJJdrus~4nd ind..U Iacher ~ cr.4. ~~ Clll'Ticvlaun koeiopmmt, 4n4 stwkr.1 
Cjlpor1amitia. SIIChlldit1ilits  ocaa iliA jot'IIUJI ~~«tiD~ uttitlg. 
For each K -12 program, please pro,ide the following information. 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
JTogrcun~Advanced Science Space camp 
Contact Person: Cleon C. Arrington 
·spaceGrantl:lstitution{s): Georgia State University 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate} 
Status: _ne-eloping .xJmplemented 
_Created by Space Grant 
x_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
Program actirltyobjectives {briefly state}: Strengthening Student Interest in Mathematics 
Science,. and Technology 
Evaluation mechanism in place: !_Yes 
_No 
~uHlion of methodology, outcomes, significant benefits, and oonclusions. · 
t ents ~~come part of a pilot program that will track students through high school 
conif,B~i¥i"\~M£J>rl:s m~Wftlaf>apfhy} graduate students in the School of Education. • 
_ _ In Same Department 
_Other Department(s) in Same Institution 




_Other Federal Government 
L_NOn-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) _ ·. 
_Organization(s) Representing Wom~ Vnderrepreserited Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
-.. --
NASA 
Total cost of program:$ s , 0 o o * 
Amount paid to date:$ s , on o Balance to be paid: $.__.o __ 
Break dolm the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASl~ Space Grant:$ 5 , o 0 0 InduStry.$ 
LEAD Institution: $ Non-Profit Organization: $ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants: $ 





Frequency: .!_Annual frequency: 
_Onetime only: 
_Not applicable: 








x._Students and Teachers 
_Parents 










*Funds provided to the camp from Georgia State University.' 
** Individuals supported from Georgia State University, 
K-12 
Pqe2of3 
; ... ': . 
·NASA 
Number of administrators. __ _ 










All other persons 
Activities: {Check all which apply} 
.,x...Conference 
4Science Fair /Exhibit 
_Other (specify) 
. · .. ···] ·.:·. 
. . 
Males Persons with Disabilities 
·a 




This program "ClS designed~ promote {check all that apply): 
Srud~~ Team~ 
x_Inaease awareness 












Using Appendix 1, please note= 
Primaiy discipline: 
If applicable: ' 
_x_Research t ...x_Rble Models 
_x_Field Trips _xcourse Outline 
_Lab _Lesson Plan 
_!_Problem Sets ~Demonstration 
_Video _Book 






. ···2· ~D·  ~-!l't.,.~~~C..;:-~:r,l~-~-:fi·~··~--j s.k_~ ....  , ~............  -. · · ~.- ~--. ~--""'-~.:r.·_- -~ "' ··. · ·-- K ·u- .-::;_·· ·. - .-a a·- , · o·lJ ec . c:rn-.·~--~- ""-_· -· ·: ·~.:-: ~:-- - ·- - : .-
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I<-12 Programs 
K·U (~  ,rogmns.U civi&s er&Mnet al ~ bOtDWzt Dflx>th stulknt$ tld 
l.etlchm~ G4 hsdu4t ~ preparctqn 4n4 Cfl~t, C~tniallann 4eot:11Jpmttd, cn4 lfuknt 
~analt1ts. Such UlioUies ~Uy OUta In 41 Jtlmud ~4uaztlon "ttl "'• 
. NASA For uch K ·11 program, pl~e provide the following information • 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31~ 1992 
Program name: NASA Space Grant 
CoJ:ltactPerson: Philip~. Loretan 
·Space Grant Institution(s): 1\lskegee University 
N~e of ~s): {if other than affiliate} sanetimes - Macon County Board of Education 
Sta~-~eloplng x_Implemented 
~gram was: _xCreated by Space Grant . 
_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant . 
activity ob~ves fbrieflv statal: 1'o make students, teachers end parents more aware 
· effOrt \scl'enee iJif-englneei'Ihg) involved with growing food for long-term space 
nu..e.s ns. . 
Evaluation mechanism in place: LYes Only verbal 
_jlo 
. . 
~ption or methodology, outcomes, s!~cant benefits, and conclusions. 'l'our8 of laboratories 
vhere visitors can see the experimentS being carried out. 
Collaborati~e efforts {check all that apply} 
.!_In Same Department 
LOther Department(s) In Same Institution 




_Other ~eral Government 
__Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) __ 
_ Organlzation(s) Representing Wom~ Und~epresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
. • 
Total cost of program:$ 7,!173 
~ountpaid to date:$ 7,473 Balance to be paid:$ __ 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space_Grant: $ 7,473 Industty: $ 
LEAQ_Institution: $ Non-Profit Organization:$ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Partidpants: $ 





Fre~cy: _x.Annual frequency: 
_One time only: 
_Not appUeabte: 








L5tudents and Teachers 
X Parents - .·· 
















-~ ............ - --
NASA 
Number ol administrators 1-~-time 
Demo~aphics of Participants: 
Males 
SO\ 









· Nati,·e American 
All other persons 
Females 
SO\ 
Persons with Disabilities 
Activities: {Check all which apply] 
_Coriference _Workshop 
_Academic Prognm __sctence Fafr/Bxhlblt 
_!Other (speci!y) Tour 
This program"'~ designed to promote {check an that apply): 
Students: Teachers: 
_!.Increase awareness . ,. ~crease awareness 
~Expand knowledge/skills ~d knolvledge 








Using Appendix 11 please note: 
_Research _Rble Models 
.!.Field Trips _Course Outline 
_tab -~son Plan 
_Problem Sets '_Demonstration 
.!. Video _Book 
.x_Rble models for underrepresented groups 
Primary discipline: Space Agriculture - ~roponics 
If apPlicable: 
Secondary discipline: Plant physiology end chEiiidstcy 
Tertiary discipline: Engineering 
NASA 
1992 Data Collection 
K-12 Programs 
K-12 (or~) pmgumu a411Ctit1ities a1lar« lllf4lnazdm bunDledge of both stiUI.mts 11114 
lelu:hersiiiiUl mdllk tadrer prqtrndiDII41114 ~~ Cllt'ricJdvm 4eoelopment, "'"'sttulen1 
oppart~. Sd «tiDities genmdly 0«111' Ill• fo~l duaJtlon sdting. 
For each K - 12 program, please provide the following infonnation. 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Program name: "So What Makes This Thing Fly?" 
Contact Person: Wanda Pierson-Jeter 
Space Grant Institution(s): Georgia Spafe Grant Consortium 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate} Georgia Institute of Technology 
Status: _Developing _x.Implemented 
Program was: .x_ Created by Space Grant 
_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
Program adivitr objectives {briefly state}: 
To expose students to aerospace engineering. 
Evaluation mechanism in place:---- .xYes 
_No 
Description of methodology, outcomes, significant benefits, and oonclusions. 
K-12 
Pqelof3 
This class was designed for students who a~.interested in aerospace engineering, but not sure of wnat an aeroseace eng1neer does. ~n1s c~ass serves that purpos~. 
amaborative efforts {check an that apply} . 
_In Same Department 
_!.Other Department(s) in Same Institution 




_Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
_x_Organization(s) Representing Wom~ Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
NASA 
Total cost of program:$ 1. ooo ~ 
Amount paid to date: $1, DD6 Balan.ce to be paid: $':-.....LF __ 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant$ Industty. $ 
LEAD Institution:$ 1, ooo Non-Profit Organization:$ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants:$ 
State/Local Government$ Other Federal:$ 
Other:$ 
Duration: da ·- ys 
_2_weeks 
__ months 
Frequency: _1Annual frequency: 
_One time only: 
_Not applicable: 





X Dtnin School - g 
_After School 
_Weekend 
_Students and Teachers 
_Parents 













Number of administrators 3 










All other persons 
Activities: {Check all which apply} 
_Conference 























- .Academic Program 
This program was designed to promote {check all that apply): 
Students: Teachers: · 












Using Appendix 1, please npte: 
_Research _Rble Models 
_x_Field Trips _Course Outline 
_Lab · · _! Lesson Plan 
..x...Problem sets .LDemonstration 
.!.. Video ~Book 
~Role models for Wlderrepresented groups 







1992 Data Collection 
K-12Programs 
NASA 
K-12 (or~) prognrms 41114 4JCtiNits~-m.lal borDWgeofboth stJUimts aiUl 
klu:hersllliUI in.cl.W lather piepelltiMa4 ~~ Cllt7ialbtm ieoelopmmlltm4 stdeaf 
oppcntJmities. Such «tioities generally 0CC11r U. .a~ e4uc«tion setting. 
For each K- U program, please provide tbe following informatioiL 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Programname: ''What Goes_ Up, Must Come Down'' 
ContactPerson: Wanda Pierson-Jeter . 
Space Grant Institution(s): Georgia Spare Grant . Consortium 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate) . Georgia Institute of Technology 
Status: _Developing ..!.Implemented 
Program was: .,K.Created by Space Grant 
_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
Program adivi~ objectives {briefly state): 
To expose to students to physics. 




Description of methodology, outcomes, significant benefits, and conclusions. This class was designe 
~ll~~1f~~~~JS~~~tJlli{ip~Y).y)PhYsics at the college level. This class gave student 
In Sam Department informa~ion that high school counselors were not abl - e . to prov1de • 
.!_Other Department(s) in Same Institution 




_Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
!._Organization(s) Representing Women, Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
- . ~ "" ~ _, . -... _-.. 
NASA 
Total cost of program:$ · 1, 1 oo · 
Amount paid to date:$ t. • • o Balance to be paid:$":..-.&~--
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant$ Industry: $ 
LEAD Institution:$ 1, 1 oo Non-Profit Organization:$ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants: $ 
State/Local Government$ Other Federal:$ 
Other:$ 
Duration: __ days 
_6_weeks 
__ months 
Frequency: ]_Annual frequency: 
_One time only: 
_Not applicable: 








_Students and Teachers 
_Parents 













Number of administrators.___..3..____ 










All other persons 









Persons with Disabilities 
0 
Persons with Disabilities 
. 0 
_ _ :Academic Program 
nus program was designed to promote {check all that apply}: 
Students: Teachers: 
.z.Jnaease awareness 












_Research _Rble Models 
_!_Field Trips _Course Outline 
_Lab · · .:_Lesson Plan 
-X_ Problem sets !_Demonstration 
_!_Video x._Book 
_x_Role models for underrepresented groups 
Using Appendix 1, please IJRle: 








1992 Data Collection 
K-12 Programs , 
tc=:::: -=. =:="'Il ·= - =.., 
~==- - --~ t-- - ~  
K-12 (or~) progi¥miS adlldiuilies en1rtma ad broGde1l borDWge ofholh sf1ufenfs ad 
lellldtersiiUUI include le4cf.er pi~'tltion a1ld ~~~ at1"fiaabnn lleoelopmentiiDUI st1ulenl 
opporlami&s. Such 41d;uities genenUly rcaa ilia fomud education «tting. 
~- - - - ~ 
NASA 
For each K- 11 program, please provide the following information. 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Program name: "If It Ain't Broke, --pfx It Anyway" 
Contact Person: Wanda Pierson-Jeter 
Space Grant Institution(s): Georgia Space Grant Consortium 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate} Georgia Institute of Technology 
Status: _Developing _x_Implemented. 
Program was: _.Created by Space Grant 
_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
Program activizy objectives {briefly state}: 
To expose students to mechanical engineering. 
Evaluation mechanism in place: ~Yes 
_No 
Description of methodology, outcomes, significant benefits, and conclusions. 
K-12 
Page 1 of3 
Increas~ student i~teresb in mechq~cal engineering and give hands on experiences. 
Collaborative efforts tcneck au that apptyJ ' 
_In Same Department 
..x..Other Department(s) m Same Institution 




_Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
~Organization(s) Representing Women, Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
.... .. _: : : 
, 
Total cost of program:$ 1, 650 · 
Amount paid to date:$ I, 4 ~ o Balance to be paid: $'-4jr;___ 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant $ Industry: $ 
LEAD Institution:$ 1, 650 Non-Profit Organization: $ 
Academic Affiliate{s): $ Participants:$ 
State/Local Government$ Other Federal:$ 
Other:$ 
Duration: ___ days 
_2_weeks 
__ months 
Frequency: 2._Annual frequency: 
_One time only: 
_. Not applicable: 








_Students and Teachers 
_Parents 






Number of parents 0 
Number of 
Teachers 
12 . • 
K-12 
Page2of3 
Number of administrators 3 










All other persons 
Activities: {Check all which apply) 
Conference 







Persons with Disabilities 
0 




This program was designed to promote {check all that apply): 
Students: Teachers: · 
_x_Inaease awareness 
.!_Expand knowledge/skills 
~Career guidance · · 
_Increase awareness 
_Jlxpand knowledge 
_Improve teaching methods 
Components: 






_Research _Rble Models 
_x_Field r.rlps __ Course Outline 
um -~n~m 
x Problem SetS ...x...Demonstration 
T Video ...!_Book 
.!_Role models for underrepresented groups 
Using Appendix 1, please note: 








1992 Data Collection 
K-12~ I l~J 
~== oo:::::.:===;: &===-· ~o 
o - ===a 
~ - . f~ 
K-12 (orprecolleg~Jprognrmsal•ti~iliesenlttmallll4~bo,wgeofbolh~a4 
tachersllmll include UGdu:r ~.-4 ~~ amiadvm 4ewlopmenllcnd student 
opportlllli:i4. Such lldit1ities gaady N:aa iu • fomud ~ . _ $dtiag. 
~=-===~ 
NASA For each K- 12 program, please provide tbe following information. 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
~~ Introduction to Aerospace 
C:antact3P~ Wanda Pierson-Jeter 
Space Grant Institution(s): Georgia Space Grant ~nsort~~ 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate} Georgia Institute of Technology 
Status: ~Developing _Implemented 
Program was: .x_Created by Space Grant 
_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
Program activii;y objectives {briefly state): 
To train high school teachers to teach aerospace subjects. 
Evaluation mechanis1n in place: +Yes 
~ _No 
Desaiption of methodology, outcomes, significant benefits, and conclusions. 
K-12 
Pqelof3 
Clarifi~s the various disciplines within aer~space engineering, .so that students can make 
Collaborative efforts (check all that apply} informed choices. 
_x_In Same Department 
_Other Department(s) in Same Institution 




_Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
_Organization(s) Representing W~ Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
• . . ... --~~ 1'-" 
, 
Total costiOf program:$ 800 
Amount paid to date:$ 800 Balance to be paid: S-__.0....__ 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant:$ 800 Industry: $ 
LEAD Institution:$ Non-Profit Organization:$ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants: $ 





Frequency. -1.Annual frequency: 
_Onetime only: 
_-Not applicable: 
Scheduling: _School Year .!_Summer 







_Students and Teachers 
_Parents 
- rs 














Number of administrators 2 










.All other persons 




- =-~-~ :' ,_:;:~~t::·; ~ . 
~ · - -
, 
Males Persons with Disabilities 
n/a 




This program was designed to promote {check all that apply}: 
Students: Teachers: 
_Increase awareness 
_Jhcpand knowledge/ skills 
_Career guidance 
x Increase awareness 
x J!xpand knowledge 






_Research _Rble Models 
!_Lab Tour 
_Other (Spedfy) 
.x...Field rtips ..x_Course Outline 
.z_Lab . . ..!.Lesson Plan 
_Problem Sets· _x_Demonstration 
.x... Video .!_Book 
_Role models for underrepresented groups 
Using Appendix l1 please note: 






1992 Data Collection 
K-12 Programs , 
K-12 (or pm:ollegd piUJIW allldit1ities en1ttmce IIIUl brotulm baorDledge of both stJulents IIIUl 
tetu:hers1 4114 mcliUle ,-a.e, ~ IIIUl enJraoement~ a~rricwdum deoelopment~llllll sflulent 
opponami&s. Sa aficatits geaera1ly ooau ia • fot'IIUil UuaatUm .atillg. 
NASA 
For each K -12 program, please provide the following information. 
REPORTING PERIOD: Janumy 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Program name: Space Camps 
Contact Person: Wanda Pierson-Jeter 
Space Grant Institution{s): Georgia Space Grant Consortium 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate} . Georgia Institute of Technology and 
Georgia Youth Science & Technology Center 
Status_Developing _x_Implemented 
Program was: _Created by Space Grant 
.x_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
Program activity objectives {briefly state}: 
To provide summer camp oppo-rtunities for rural Georgia students. 
Evaluation mechanism in place: .x_Yes 
- _No 
Desaiption of methodology, outcomes, significant benefits, and conclusions. 
K-12 
Pqelof3 
Motivati~nal program for rural students who ~re often not exposed to math and science prog ams. 
Collaborative efforts {check an that apply} 
_In Same Department 
_Other Department(s)·in Same Institution 




_Other Federal Government 
LNon-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
.x,...Organization(s) Representing Wom~ Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
.. 
- -4."'1:# ................. _. __ ...,..., ____ - ... . --- u 
~-~,~~~ . ~· ..... ,-.,; . -
NASA 
Total cost o~ program:$ a 1so 
Amount paid to date:$ 8, 750 Balance to be paid:$ __ _ 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant$ Industry: $ 
LEAD Institution:$ 8, 750 Non-Profit Organization: $ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants: $ 
State/Local Government: $ Other Federal: $ 
Other.$ 
Duration: ___ days 
_!_weeks 
__ months 
Frequency: _l_Annual frequency: 
_One time only: 
_· Not applicable: 








_Students and Teachers 
_Parents 















Number of administrators._2 __ 
Demographics of Participants: 
Males 
10 





All other persons 18 
Females 
5 





All other persons 
Activities: {Check all which apply) 
_Conference 
_Science Fair /Exhibit 
x_Other (specify) Camp 
.27 
_Workshop 
. _Academic Program 
nus program was designed to promote {dleck all that apply): 
Students: Teachers: 
.x-Increase awareness 





_Improve teaching methods 




!_Field 1Ups _Course Outline 
x Lab · · ~Lesson Plan 
_Lab Tour 
_Other (Specify) 
Using Appendix 1, please note: 
Primary discipline: 
If applicable: 
r Problem sets .x-Demonstration 
X Video _Book 





1992 Data Collection 
K-12 Programs 
K-12 (01' ~} progmns 11114 GCtiuities mJuma 11114 broaden knorDWge of both slaulmts and 
tadrers, 11114 indJUle letlt:her preptrndion and enlumcemmt, curriculJnllllndopmmt, 4DUl mulmt 
opporlwUties. Slid 4diuities genmdly OCCUT in 11 fomud eduuticm «fling. 
For each K- 12 program, please provide the following information. 
~~ Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) 
~]p~ Wanda Pierson-Jeter 
Space Grant Institution(s): Georgia Space Grant 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate) SAIC 
Status: _Developing :t._Implemented. 
Program was: _Created by Space Grant 
_!_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
~ activity objectives {briefly state}: 
To give a student/teacher team an introduction to Mars Exploration. 
Evaluation mechanism in place: _!_Yes 
_No 
Description of methodology, outcomes~ significant benefits1 and conclusions. 
Teacher and student motivation. 
Collaborative efforts {check an that apply) 
_In Same Department . 
_Other Department(s) ·in Same Institution 




_Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
_Organization(s) Representing Wom~ Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
K-12 
Page 1 of3 
. , • 
t"W'' ~ ,_ ·. . -~ .. ~"i ... : _:._ .... .... - .. ~~:-~ .... ~-----c~ .':>--::::~~?.~~r=,~;,;;:::=~- -~- =~~.- -
,. 
, 
'Total cost of program:$ 770 
Amount paid to date: $ 770 Balance to be paid: $ 0 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant $ 770 Industry: $ 
LEAD Institution:$ Non-Profit Organization:$ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants: $ 
State/Local Government$ Other Federal: $ 
Other.$ 
Dtttation: _ __S_days 
__ weeks 
__ months 
Frequency: _LAnnual frequency: 
_One time only: 
_· Not applicable: 








.!_Students and Teachers 
_Parents 













'f8*URrtMtut1tit01HMnre~ 0""¥""'¥!!b',:•rn,·;,..~ ..... ~------
~v:·~ ... -..._·rt.· •. ·_<~ ·. ·•; .. -- · ··_---::'· .. ·. ·:- .. : .~. __ ... -: .... . . ·. · _ ·-~  __ :"'_· -_.-:j...;; __ ·._.-· ~ . . _ •.-.· _ :'··::. _~- - · · ·• ~~-~~~!"":~--· ~ .. _  • · -. .: ·_. :_.· ·_:- · · 
NASA 
Number of administrators~o __ 










All other persons 
Activities: {Check all which apply) 
_Conference 
_Science Fair /Exluoit 
_Other (specify) 





Persons with Disabilities 
Persons with Disabilities 
.!_Workshop 
~Academic Program 
This program was designed to promote {check all that apply): 
Students: Teachers: 











_Other (Specify) · 
Using Appendix 1, please note: 
Primary discipline: 
If applicable: 
.!_Research _Rble Models 
.x_Field Trips ...,....Course Outline 
Lab · Lesson Plan 
x Problem SetS T Demonstration 
.!_Video _!_Book 




:_-::·~ :~ ·77~~ - ... -_· _:~ . :~·f¥7: _.~~:.::"_-? ,-:. · 






1992 Data Collection 
K-12 Programs , 
K-U (or ~J prog1mns and IICtit1i&s enJuuu:e and broaden bamPledge ofbolh staulents and 
tetzchers, tmd induk tadter pnpcurdion and enlumcemod, curricllhan ~I, and IShulenl 
oppm iwni&s.. Sllch lldiuit~ genenUly ocaa in 11 form.4l educ4tioft .nting. 
For each K - 12 program, please provide the following information. 
Program name: Summer Teacher Institute 
Contact Person: Guy Vickers 
Space Grant Institution(s): Georgia Space Grant Consortium 
Name of sponsor{s): {if other than affiliate) 
Status: _Developing _xlmplemented 
Southeastern Consortium for M±norities 
in Engineering (SECME) 
Program was: _Created by Space Grant 
x_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
Program activity objectives {briefly state): 
Summer training institute. 
Evaluation mechanism in place: x_Yes 
_No 
Description of methodology, outcomes, significant benefits, and conclusions. 
~-11 _ ""~qal p;;ogrcqnchtha t ~n_c;ourage~ }teacher. excellence. ~.wu.JUrative ettofts l< eck au that apply . -
_In Same Department 
!_Other Department(s) in Same Institution 
_Other Institution(s) of Higher Education 
!.._K-12 Institution(s) 
X Industry 
r NASA Center(s) 
!_Other Federal Government 
x..._Non-Profit Organization{s) 
_Other Space Grant Program{s) 
~Organization{s) Representing Wom~ Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persens with Disabilities 
·;; :. : :~~~-: . 
K-12 
Page 1 of3 
, 
NASA 
Total cost of program:$ 6Dn 
Amount paid to date: $ 600 Balance to be paid:$ 600 
Three (3) teachers awarded scholarships, $200 each. : 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant $ 600 Industry: $ 
LEAD ~tution: $ Non-Profit Organization: $ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants: $ 
State/Local Government $ Other Federal: $ 
Other:$ 
Duration: __ 3_days 
__ weeks 
__ months 
Frequency: ..!_Annual frequency: 
_One time only: 
_. Not applicable: 








.!_Students and Teachers 
~Parents 






Number of parents._n_o_t _known 
NUmber of 
Students 
-- ~: _ •._... .-.. ~ . ---..-!!.-. - :. 
K-12 
Page2of3 
5 !{0 11 3 , t!'? F t; F 
p • -,..... • • ~"'" ~~-. •. : 
Number of administrators n/ a 










All other persons 
Activities: {Check all which apply) 
~Conference 
_Science Fair /Exhibit 
_Other (specify) 
, 
Males Persons with Disabilities 
Females 
3 
Persons with Disabilities 
_Workshop 
_Academic Program 
This program was designed to promote {check all that apply): 
Students: Teachers: 
_Increase awareness .· 
_Pxpand knowledge/ skills 
_Career guidance .· 
_Increase awareness 
-~d knowledge 












_Field Trips Course Outline 
Lab t Lesson Plan 
Problem Sets .x_Demonstration 
_Video Book 






J ~ "' 
c ~ = I -=- ===::; 
~=-=-=., 
r:. . -=~ 
D ===a 
~ ~f 
~-====- ..:::=::= i 
NASA 
1992 Data Collection 
K-12 Programs 
K-12 (or prerol~J proguuns an4 ~ enJumce mui broadm bunDle.dg~ of both stiUlents an4 
Utu:hers1 11nd indwk Iacher ~iaft 11M enNmcement, curriculum der1dopmenf, mui stlulenl 
opportunities. Such~ genenUJy ou:ur in 41 fomud ~duution sdting. 
For each K - 12 program, please provide the following information. 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Program name: Mission to Mars 
ContactPerson: Doran Baker 
Space Grant Institution(s): Georgia Space Grant Consortium 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate) Rocky Mountain Space Grant 
Status: _Developing .x.Jmplemented · 
Program was: .L Created by Space Grant 
_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
Program activity objectives {briefly state): 
To expose students to feasibility of Mars mission. 
Evaluation mechanism in place: .x..Yes 
_No 
Description of methodology, outcomes, significant benefits, and conclusions. 
Heightened student awareness of·possible Mars mission. 
Collaborative efforts (check all that apply} 
_In Same Department 
_Other Department(s) m Same Institution 




!_Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s) 
!_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
_Organization(s) Representing Women, Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
K-12 
Page 1 of3 
· ..,.-..,4 ..• ·..... . . ·. ·.. ..:· .. ::- . -.•. . -~ · - · ~· .· -·- -·:~~ · ··~· ·· ·- · :.. - - · 
I 
NASA 
Total O?St of program: $~...._.37~-~5--
Amountpaid to date:$ 375 Balance to be paid:$ 375 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant $ Industry: $ 
LEAD Institution:$ 375 Non-Profit Organization: $ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants: $ 





Frequency: _x.Annual frequency: 
_One time only: 
_. Not applicable: 








_Students and Teachers 
_Parents 
Totalnumberofpartidpants: 1 from -Georgia Institutet·of Technology 
Gradesl-5 
Grades6-8 
Number of NUmber of 
Teachers Students 
Grades~U 1 




Number of administrators 0 










All other persons 
Activities: {Check all which apply) 
x_Conference 





. #~~ -"":· • . · • . 
, 
Persons with Disabilities 
Persons with Disabilities 
x_Workshop 
!_Academic Program 
This program was designed to promote {check all that apply): 
Students: Teachers: 
!_Increase awareness .. 
!_Expand knowledge/ skills 
~Career guidance · 
_Increase awareness 
_;Expand knowledge 








Using Appendix 1, please note: 
Primary discipline: 
If applicable: 
..!.Researdt _Rble Models 
2Field ~rips _Course Outline 
xLab _1 Lesson Plan 
Problem SetS _x_Demonstration 
_xVideo _Book 







1992 Data Collection 
K-12 Programs , ·-a. :: i::::=: <t=. ====:r; a=-=-=oa (__ . , 
~=- -g 
~--. ~~ 
K-12 (or precollege} progrtliiiS 11114 ~ enNma adlmltulm knorDWge ofbolh stdents II1Ul 
tetzchers, IUUf include lelukr l"t.ptumion IDUl enJumoemenl, Cllrric:ulum ll.er1dopmenl, ad mufenl 
opportamilie:s. Sudt ~genmzlly occur in • fomud edualtUm «tUng. 
-s. - -===~ 
NASA For each K - U program, please provide tbe following information. 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Program name: Discover Aerospace 
~tactP~ Wanda Pierson-Jeter 
Space Grant Institution(s): Ge9rgia Space Grant Consortium 
Name of spansor(s): {if other than affiliate} 
Status: ..LDeveloping _Implemented 
Program was: x.-Created by Space Grant 
_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
Program activity objectives (briefly state): 
To interest students in aerospace engineering. 
Evaluation mechanism in place: ..:&Yes 
_No 
Description of methodology, outcomes, significant benefits, and conclusions. 
Increased college enrollment in aerospace 
Collaborative efforts {check all that apply} · 
...x..In Same Department 
_Other Department(s) fu Same Institution 




_Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
_!_Organization(s) Representing Wom~ Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
K-12 
Page 1 of3 
, 
NASA 
Total cost of program:$ 200 
Amount paid to date:$ 200 Balance to be paid: $ 200 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant $ 200 Industry: $ 
LEAD Institution:$ Non-Profit Organization:$ 
Academic Affiliate{s): $ Participants: $ 





Frequency: a_Annual frequency: 
_One time only: 
_· Not applicable: 








_Students and Teachers 
_Parents 










Number of administrators 2 
Demographics of Participants: 





All other persons 
varies by school 





All other persons 
Activities: {Check all which apply} 
varies by school 
_Conference _Workshop 
_Science Fair /Exhibit _Academic Program 
....x_Other (specify) lecture series 




~Career guidance · · 
_!Increase awareness 
._xExpand knowledge 








Using Appendix 1, please note: 
_!Research _!Rble Models 
_Field 1)ips Course Outline 
Lab ! Lesson Plan 
Problem SetS ..x,Demonstration 
...x Video _Book 
_!Role models for underrepresented groups 









~l!llfl ' ~ rJE5::ii:. en
1992 Data Collection 
K-12 Programs , 
s a. ===e 
~== --=======: 11!;.~. -===o 
\ - = ~~ 
K-12 (or premllege} programs IIIUliiCfiDi&s enhtznct 4l1ld brotldm bwailed~ of both staulents 41114 
lellchers,•nd inchlk Iacher pnpundion 41114 ~t, Olrriadann dnelopment,IIIUl sbulent 
opportunffies. Such lldiuities gene:'21ly ()catf' U. 11 fomual ~mting. 
~=-===~ 
NASA For each K - 12 program, please provide the following information. 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
Program name: Frontiers of Space 
Contact Person: Wanda Pierson-Jeter 
Space Grant Institution(s): Georgia- Space Grant Consortium 
Name of spansor(s): {if other than affiliate} 
Status: _Developing !_Implemented 
Program was: L Created by Space Grant 
_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
~ activity objectives {briefly state): 
Summer program for high school students. 
Evaluation mechanism in place: _Yes 
...,x.No 
Desaiption of methodology, outcomes, sigruficant benefits, and conclusions. 
Heightened awareness of space. 
Collaborative efforts {check all that apply} 
_!_In Same Department 
_Other Department(s) in Same Institution 




_Other Federal Government 
_Non-Profit Organization(s) 
_Other Space Grant Program(s) 
_Organization(s) Representing Women, Underrepresented Minorities, or 
Persons with Disabilities 
K-12 
Page 1 of3 
, 
NASA 
Total cost of program: $._,;;5;..;;.0...;;..0 __ _ 
Amount paid to date: $ 500 Balance to be paid:$ 500 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA Space Grant $ Industry: $ 
LEAD Institution:$ 500 Non-Profit Organization: $ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants: $ 





Frequency: _Annual frequency: 
• _!One time only: 
_· Not applicable: 








_Students and Teachers 
_Parents 












ecceeet~.s·fleftWtt'tU&tt'lf' '' 1\n'\:\3 ' ' ., 11 .... >.,.,..,, 
._ •• .. • • ~- ~- #;,;. , p •••• ·· - ... ~. - - ~ - ;·~ 
Number of administrators 3 










All other persons 
Persons with Disabilities 
4 
Females Persons with Disabilities 
. 2 
Activities: {Check all which apply} 
_Conference _Workshop 
_Science Fair /Exhibit .!_Academic Program 
~(~) short course 
lhis program was designed to promote {check all that apply}: 
Students: Teachers: · 
...!,Increase awareness 
x~ knowledge/skills 
-yCareer guidance · · 
_Increase awareness 
_:Expand knowledge 








Using Appendix 1, please note: 
X Research !_Rble Models 
X Field r.rlps _Course Outline 
_Lab !_Lesson Plan 
x,_Problem Sets ~Demonstration 
x._ Video LBook 
_Role models for underrepresented groups 











Extun.al ProgrDmS refu to tJao.x ~ tMI ~1M IIGIM. pusotllld. tlllllf«ililia of 1M univenilJ Dr collqe 
thaJ is running IM progrQift that sow iulil~~tioru 110t ~ b] K-12 tJnd 1M Genum Public uaions. Ttuget 
instautions inclwk industry,fodeml (MIH'IASA). SII1U lltld loaJl gDtiUIII7Ielll, professioMl societies, inumtltion.crl 
organiuUions, 4IJd n.on-profil org~ SIICia c pl&ilan.tltropia. It is ap«:ted thai 1M programs wiU involve 1M 
provision of exput advice tmdlor ITtliniltg.lt does not incllule COt&S&dting. which is considued a privDle turangmaent no1 
formally involving 1M n.ame of 1M uni-.-ersity or 1M Spa« Gront prognun. 
REPORTING PERIOD: January 1, 1992 to December 31, 1992 
FTogram~e National Technical Association Mentoring Program 
Contact Person: - Garry Harris 
Space Grant Institution(s): Georgia Space Grant Consortium 
Name of sponsor(s): {if other than affiliate) 
Status: _Developing .!_Implemented 
Program was: _Created by Space Grant 
.!_Supplemented by Space Grant 
_Taken Over by Space Grant 
Program activity objectives {briefly state}: 
Training African American scientists, engineers,· and mathematicians to be mentors. 
Description of program {briefly state}: A program designed to encourage and train 25 to 30 
mentors. Mentors are trained by sociologists/educators. 
Evaluation mechanism in place: x._Yes · 
_No 
Description of methodology, outcomes, significant benefits, and conclusions. 
Increase in pool of African American mentors. 














Total cost of program:$ 2, soo 
Amount paid to date: $ 1, 402 Balance to be Pai~ $ 1 , 098 
Break down the total cost of the program as follows: 
NASA:$ Industry: $ . 
LEAD Institution:$ 1, 098 Non-Profit Organization:$ 
Academic Affiliate(s): $ Participants: $ 





Frequency: _LAnnual frequency 
_One time only 
_N/A 
Describe Target Institution(s): K - 12 ·school systems 
{prompt} 
Activities: 
_;Expert advise/ analysis/ data 
_Research 
Desi - gn 
,!_Training 
~Workshop/ conference 
x_Establishing communications/ collaborations 
_Loan of personnel 
Was the university or college the provider or the recipient of the service? 
_University I college was the provider 




.z_None of the above. Explain Students receive the benefits which in turn makes 
everyone recipients, 





GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION 
Telex: 542507 GTRC OCA ATL 
Fax: (404) 894-6956 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
OFFICE OF CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION 
PROGRAM INITIATION DIVISION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332-0420 
Phone: (404) 894-4817 
USA Refer to: JG/02.105.002.97.012 
NASA Headquarters 
Higher Education Branch 
Mail Code FEH 
Washington, DC 20546-0001 
Attention: Ms. Lynn Keffer 
28 October 1996 
Subject: Research Proposal Entitled "Georgia Space Grant Consortium" for the National 
Space Grant College and Fellowship Program 
Reference: Grant No. NGT-40013 
Dear Ms. Keffer: 
The GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION desires to submit for your consideration the 
subject proposal prepared by Dr. Erian Armanios, School of Aerospace Engineering, Georgia Institute of 
Technology. Should additional information be desired, please do not hesitate to contact Dr. Armanios at 
404/894-8202 regarding technical matters or the undersigned at 404/894-4817 for administrative concerns. 
In the event of an award, we propose that the work be authorized by a supplement to the referenced 
grant. We appreciate the opportunity of submitting this proposal and look forward to working with you 
on this project. 
Sincerely, 
/'\ fl. A 
f J~s- L. ~oddard 
Contracting Officer 
Addressee: Three copies 
Enclosure: Proposal- Three copies 
PROPOSAL 
GEORGIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM 
Georgia Institute of Technology ( lead Institution) 
Clark Atlanta University 
Spelman College 
Southern Polytechnic State 
Kennesaw State University, 
Mercer University 
Morehouse College 
State University of West Georgia 
Morris Brown College 
Tuskegee University 
Atlanta Chapter of the National Technical Association 
Submitted to 
The National Space Grant College and Fellowship Program 
Office of Human Resources and Education 
Education Division - Higher Education Branch 
NASA HQ 
Code FEH 
Washington, DC 20546 
(February 1, 1997- January 1, 1998) 
Eri~~ Armanio~------------­
Program Director 
October 24, 1996 
GEORGIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM 
Salaries, Wages, and Fringe Benefits 
February 1, 1997- January 31, 1998 
Georeia Tech 
Erian Annanios, Director 
1/4 time (10 hours per week) 
Wanda Pierson-Jeter, Program Coordinator 




Carlton Morris, Associate Professor 
1/5 time (8 hours per week) 
Summer, 50% (20 hours per week) 
West Georgia 
Ben De Mayo, Campus Director 
Clark Atlanta 
Management 
$15,964 includes 26.7%fringe benefits 
$35,476 includes 26.7% fringe benefits 
$2,937 
$9,837 includes 16.5%fringe benefits 
$7,500 
$12,783 
(TOTAL SALARY, WAGES AND FRINGES $84,498 







(Feb thru June 26.7%) 
(July thru Jan 25.7%) 
TRAVEL 























OH( Feb thru June 49.5%) 
(July thru Jan 49.1) 
*subs with OH 
GRAND TOTAL 













































































GEORGIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM 
Estimated Travel Breakdown-
February 1, 1997- January 31, 1998 
Georgia Tech 
NSTA Conference - Houston, TX 
2 @$308 round trip 
2 Hotel rooms @ $85 for 2 nights 
2 @ $35 per day per diem for 2 days 
Women in Engineering Conference - Wash, DC 
2@ $390 round trip 
2 Hotel rooms@ $95 for 2 nights 
2 @ $35 per day per diem for 2 days 
Space Science Education Conference - Boulder, CO 
1 @ $3 85 round trip 
1 @ $35 per day per diem for 2 days 
1 @ $89 per night 
Regional Directiors meeting - location unknown 
Technology in Education Conference - Phoenix, AZ 
1 @$310 round trip 
2 Hotel rooms @ $7 8 for 3 nights 
1 @$35 per day per diem 
Director's Meeting - location unknown 
Young Astronauts Conference - Washington, DC 
2 @ $390 round trip 
2 Hotel rooms @ $95 for 2 nights 
2 @$35 per day per diem for 2 days 
Southern Tech 
NASA Headquarters - Washington, DC 
3 plane trips @ $390 
Kennedy Space Flight Center, Florida 
3 plane trips @$258 
National Science Teacher's Assn Conference- Houston 
1 plane and per diem time @ $650 
Stennis Flight Center, Mississippi 
1 plane trip @ $426 
Additional Conferences- hotel, per diem ($35), hotels 
Morehouse 
3 Speakers from Washington, DC 
3 plane trips @ $390 
3 Hotel rooms @ $85 for 2 nights 
5 Students Conference Registration airfare@ $390 




























Clark Atlanta University $1354 
10 Students Conference Registration@ $75 each $ 750 
Contribution to htel and per diem for students $604 
Tuskegee University $8750 
Trip to Huntsville, AL 
Rental Buses $3300 
Lodging $1250 
Tickets $1200 
8 Students Conference Transportation @ $200 each $1600 
8 Students Conference Registration@ $50 each $400 
Travel expenses for 8 students $ 730 
Travel to GSGC 3 times @ .25 mile/360 miles round trip $ 270 
Mercer $1500 
3 Students Conference Registration @ $250 each $ 750 
3 Students travel expenses (per diem $38) and hotels $ 750 
West Georgia $2000 
Travel throughout State for manufacturing facilities 
Avg- 1800 miles@ .25 per mile $ 450 
Air fair and per diem ($35) $ 710 
2 Conferences @ $250 each $500 
Hotel @ $85 per night for 4 nights $ 340 
Spelman $2100 
10 Students Conference Registration @ $50 each $500 
10 Students Airfare@ $150 each $1500 
Per diem for students $ 100 
1997-1998 BUDGET 
GEORGIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM 
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY 
NASA FUNDING COST SHARING 
STUDENT STIPENDS 
Student Research $ 1,000 
Student Mentor $ 2,000 
Student Travel $ 1,000 
SALARIES 
Faculty Release Time $ 2,500 
Clerical $ 1,500 
EQUIPMENT $ 1,000 
SUPPLIES $ 500 
EVALUATIONS $ 500 
TOTAL $ 5,000 $ 5,000 
1997-1998 BUDGET 
GEORGIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM 
CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY 
NASA FUNDING COST SHARING 
SALARIES 
Program Management $ 3,020 $ 6,000 
Administrative $ 7,640 $ 5,000 
FRINGE BENEFITS $ 2,123 $ 3,273 
INDIRECT COSTS -0- $ 5,863 
SUPPLIES $ 900 -0-
CONFERENCE TRAVEL $ 1,354 
LOCAL 1RA VEL $600 
SPACE CAMP $ 5,260 -0-
-0- -0-
SATURDAY SCIENCE $ 2,000 -0-
AFTERSCHOOLSPACESCI $ 1,703 $ 8,014 
COMMUNICATIONS -0- $ 750 
PUBLIC FORUMS $ 6,000 $ 500 
TOTAL $30,000 $30,000 
1997-1998 BUDGET 
GEORGIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM 
STATE UNIVERSITY OF WEST GEORGIA 
NASA FUNDING COST SHARING 
1RAVEL $2,000 $ 2,000 
SOFIWARE $ 3,500 $ 3,500 
MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES $ 5,000 $ 5,000 
for development of test facility 
SALARIES 
Dr. Ben DeMayo $ 7,500 $18,000 
TOTAL $18,000 $25,500 
1997-1998 BUDGET 
GEORGIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM 
TUSKEGEE UNIVERSITY 
NASA FUNDING COST SHARING 
SALARIES 
5% Summer/50% summer 
Fringe benefits 16.5% $ 4561 
1RAVEL 
Buses $ 3,300 
Lodging $ 1,250 
Tickets $ 1,200 
Other travel expenses $ 3,000 
SUPPLIES $ 939 $ 3,000 
STUDENT SUPPORT $ 9,700 $22,000 
CONSULTANTS~ECTURES $ 1,050 
FELLOWSHIPS $30,000 
TOTAL $55,000 $25,000 
~XPANSION 
Lltant for GRE Tests 
?re Instructors 
~@ 22% 
;t Costs @ 72.5% 
ies 
ish Mentor Hotline 
letter 
1997-1998 BUDGET 
















GEORGIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM 
MORRIS BROWN COLLEGE 
NASA FUNDING 
SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS $5,000 







GEORGIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM 
SOUTHERN POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 
NASA FUNDING 
AEROSPACE WORKSHOPS $ 7,000 
SATIJRDAY SCIENCE $ 5,000 
PROORAMS 











GEORGIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM 
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE 
NASA FUNDING COST SHARING 





EDWARD BOUCHET $ 400 
AWARDS - Graduate school 
application fees 
lRAVEL $ 3,600 
meetings with consortium 
members/conferences 
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT $ 18,000 
TOTAL $18,000 $ 18,000 
1997-1998 BUDGET 
GEORGIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM 
MA1ERIALS 
SALARJES 
















1997-1998 Georgia Space Grant Consortium Members 
Georgia Institute of Technology - lead institution 
Dr. Erian Annanios, Director 
Georgia Space Grant Consortium 
Aerospace Engineering 
Atlanta, GA 30332-0 150 
(404) 894-9313- office- (404) 894-9313- fax 
e-mail - erian.annanios@ aerospace.gatech.edu 
Georgia Institute of Technology - lead institution 
Wanda Pierson, Program Coordinator 
Georgia Space Grant Consortium - Aerospace Engineering 
Atlanta, GA 30332-0150 
(404) 853-0055- office- (404) 894-9313- fax 
e-mail - wanda piersonjeter@ aerospace.gatech.edu 
Clark Atlanta University (HBCU) 
Dr. Kofi Bota 
Vice President of Research and Sponsored Programs 
James P. Brawley at Fair Streets, SW 
Atlanta, GA 30314 
(404) 880-6995 - office 
Spelman College (HBCU/100% female) 
Ms. Marquette Brown 
Director, Office of Science, Engineering 
and Technical Careers 
350 Spelman Lane- Box 1595 
Atlanta, GA 30314-4399 
(404) 215-7710- office (404) 215-7755- FAX 
email- mbrown2@auc.edu 
Tuskegee University (HBCU) 
Dr. Phil Loretan/Carlton Perkins 
Agriccultural Experiment Station 
109 Campbell Hall 
Tuskegee, GA 36088 
(334) 727-8129- office (334) 724-4451 FAX 
Southern Polytechnic State University 
Mr. Anthony Docal, GYSTC 
100 S. Marietta Parkway 
Marietta, GA 30060-2896 
(770) 528-6272 office - (770) 528-4980 - FAX 
email - adocal@ st6000.sct.edu 
Kennesaw State University 
Dr. Anny Lester, Biology Department 
P.O. Box 444 
Kennesaw, GA 30061 
(770) 423-6164 office (770) 423-6625 FAX 
email- alester@KSCmail.Kennesaw.edu 
State University of West Georgia 
Dr. Ben de Mayo, Professor 
Physics Department 
Carrollton, GA 30118 
(770) 836-6485 office- (770) 836-6791- FAX 
em ail - bdemayo@ sun.cc. westga.edu 
Morehouse College 
Ms. Michelle Williams 
Department of Physics 
830 Westview Dr, SW 
Atlanta, GA 30314 
(404) 215-2615 -office (SAME FAX) 
Morris Brown College (HBCU) 
Dr. Reginald Lindsey 
Chair - Chemistry Department 
643 Martin Luther King Drive SW 
Atlanta, GA 30314 
(404) 220-0176- office 
e ail - RLindsey@ bellosu th.net 
Mercer University 
Phil Olivier 
School of Engineering 
1400 Coleman Avenue 
Macon, GA 31207-0001 
(912) 752-2355- office (912) 752-2166 
Executive Summary 
The focus of the Georgia Space Grant Consortium (GSGC) activities in the next budget period (February 1, 1997 
-January 31, 1998) aims toward the continuing effort to support underrepresented minority and female students 
and encourage them to pursue careers in science, math, and engineering; expand collaboration between HBCU s 
and majority member institutions in the research area and dual degree programs; enhance student initiated and 
conducted pre-college outreach programs. These goals will be accomplished by capitalizing on the large number 
of HBCUs in the State, and working with 100% female institutions such as Agnes Scott College and Spelman 
College. 
The GSGC will continue its efforts towards increasing its members and industrial affiliates. Valdosta State 
University and Columbus State University will join the consortium during 1997, which will allow us to maximize 
our efforts throughout Georgia. 
Fellowships and Scholarships 
The Consortium has had tremendous success in recruttJ.ng, and retallUng women and students from 
underrepresented minorities. Continued efforts to attract the brightest students from underrepresented groups will 
continue. The GSGC continues the balance between undergraduate and graduate fellowships with the majority of 
fellowships at Georgia Tech allocated to graduate students, while the rest of the members allocate theirs to 
undergraduate students. As in the past, 100% of the fellowship recipients are from underrepresented groups. The 
ratio of applicants to awards is expected to double within the next five years based on the projected increase in 
student enrollment and the addition of new member institutions. The GSGC is will continue to with other 
organizations to provide joint fellowship/scholarship funding. Additional scholarship will be given to women and 
students from underrepresented minorities through groups such as the Georgia Tech Women's Forum, a African 
American female sorority - Alpha Kappa Alpha, Inc., the National Technical Association, the Society of Hispanic 
Engineers and others. 
Research Infrastructure/Higher Education 
Research collaboration between member institutions for developing and enhancing research infrastructure will 
focus on joint interdisciplinary proposals to funding agencies; use of laboratory facilities; and joint faculty 
advisement for students working on research grants. Georgia Tech continues joint research projects with Clark 
Atlanta University in the area of Smart Structures and Advanced Materials funded by the Anny Research Office; 
and with Morris Brown in the area of Computer Sciences funded by NSF. Joint proposal writing will be 
ongoing. 
West Georgia College will continue working with local industry through the Advanced Test and Measurement 
Resource Facility in order to enable manufacturers to use the latest testing hardware and software to increase 
productivity. The funding for this program will be increased significantly to include student assistance and 
projects. Currently, the project involves only professors and members of industry in research efforts. Including 
students in this effort will enhance our research and higher education objectives. 
Precollege 
Presentations on the Mars Pathfmder will be expanded to not only students in classrooms, but this year will 
include pre-service and in-service workshops for teachers. During 1997, the presentations have been expanded to 
include the Mars Global Surveyor. 
The "Discover Aerospace" Program will continue with members of industry and other non profit groups. The 
introduction of an interactive Aerospace CD that teaches the basic low speed aerodynamics was well received. 
More CDs are planned for 1998 and for mass distribution to other consortia. 
Tuskegee University will continue its K-12 training and tour program at the University's National Historic Site 
and the NASA Center for Food Production, Processing and Waste Management for Controlled Ecological Life 
Support Systems. 
Kennesaw State College continued their College/Community Operated Science Camp for underrepresented rural 
and suburban precollege students in Science, Engineering and Math. Kennesaw College will also expand their 
SAT preparation classes for high school students from underrepresented groups in an effort to increase scores. 
The Georgia Youth Science and Technology Center at Southern Tech will continue the newly implemented 
Student Weekend laboratory courses for elementary and secondary participants in Chemistry, Physics, Astronomy 
and Computer Sciences. Teacher Enhancement programs will continue in aerospace science and Technology 
addressing career opportunities for underrepresented minorities in engineering. West Georgia College will 
continue the Aerospace Education Workshop for In-Service Teachers. The Workshop acquaints teachers with 
various aspects of NASA's Space Program and provides hands-on activities, speakers and field trips to Marshall 
and Kennedy Space Centers. 
The collaboration between the GSGC and the Southeastern Consortium for Minorities in Engineering (SECME) 
for precollege programs has expanded. In previous years, the consortium has provided scholarships for teachers 
to attend the summer institute. The focus of the program is to increase the number of minority students who are 
qualified for, entering, and completing studies in engineering, mathematics and science. SECME works through 
teachers at the middle grade and high school level to enhance classroom instruction, infonn students about 
available opportunities, motivate them, provide hands-on experiences in science and mathematics, and provide 
role models and other motivational and informative activities. 
General Public/External Relations 
The Georgia Space Grant will participate in the Warner Robins Air Force Base Open House, Technology Week, 
National Engineers Week, Technology Fest at Southern Tech, and the Georgia Science Teachers Conference in 
order to provide information to the general public. The GSGC will participate in each of these events with 
members of industry and/or non profit organizations. 
1997-1998 
GEORGIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM AFFILIATES 
The Georgia Youth Science and Technology Center at Southern Tech will continue the Student 
Weekend laboratory courses for elementary and secondary participants in Chemistry, Physics, Astronomy and 
Computer Sciences. Teacher Enhancement programs are planned to promote aerospace science and technology 
addressing career opportunities for underrepresented minorities in engineering. These programs will include 
seminars and assemblies. NASA's SSIP contests will continue to be administered through the office, with the 
assistance of Georgia Tech. The QEMINASA sponsored SHARP Plus Program with consortium members will 
start its second year in conjunction with Georgia Tech, Clark Atlanta, Kennesaw, Morris Brown, The National 
Technical Association, Lockheed, and Spelman College. 
Clark Atlanta University (HBCU) will continue to provide scholarships to undergraduate and graduate 
students in science, engineering, and other technical fields. CAU will conduct Saturday Science Academies for 
middle school students year around. Georgia Tech has joint research projects with Clark Atlanta University in the 
area of Smart Structures and Advanced Materials funded by the Army Research Office. This effort will be 
extended to include an undergraduate research component in order to attract them to graduate programs and 
provide a smooth transition to graduate school. 
Georgia Institute of Technology. There will be continued funding of graduate students from 
underrepresented groups. Georgia Tech will also devote more funding to developing the network of universities 
in the consortium. Georgia Tech will be responsible for monitoring all program, as well as seeking new affiliate 
members. Programs from Georgia Tech will involve collaborative research and higher education programs. 
Kennesaw College will continue the one month college/community camp to help minority, middle school 
students from rural and suburban areas develop skills to motivate them to do well in science, engineering, and 
math (SEM); to provide minority students with information on career opportunities in SEM; and to provide 
positive images of SEM related subjects and individuals. This will be accomplished through guest speakers, 
laboratory work, research projects, career explorations, field trips, and seminars. Tutoring and mentoring 
continues year around. Parents, college students, local scientists, teachers, and community based organizations 
will all have key roles in this program. 
Morris Brown College (HBCU) will distribute their package of education aids for elementary and high 
school students. The package details the role that science, technology, and engineering play in today's society. 
Modules of the educational package address various branches of science and engineering, with the focus on 
information technology, communication technology, transportation, biotechnology space sciences, and 
manufacturing. The Distance Learning Center at Monis Brown will still be used to broadcast information to other 
schools in Georgia. 
Spelman College (HBCU) continues with its network of mentors consisting of alumni and other individuals 
engaged in scientific careers. Fellowships will continue to be awarded to females through the Office of Science, 
Engineering, and Technical Careers. ORE preparation courses for Spelman seniors will continue to be taught by 
Georgia Tech's Space Grant Fellows, but this year Morehouse will be involved in the planning and 
administration. Support for 'travel to regional and national scientific meetings will increase. The Speaker's bureau 
will continue and the centralized collection of resource materials area will be updated; there will be more support 
for laboratory research; and further career development and professional enrichment counseling. 
Tuskegee University (HBCU) will continue its K-12 training and tour program at the University's National 
Historic Site and the NASA Center for Food Production, Processing and Waste Management for Controlled 
Ecological Life Support Systems. The College of Engineering at Tuskegee will continue working with the 
College of Engineering at Georgia Tech to design a retention program for alumni of Tuskegee who go to Tech for 
graduate school. Fellowships for undergraduate and graduate students will continue. 
West Georgia College will continue the Aerospace Education Workshop for In-Service Teachers. The 
Workshop acquaints teachers with various aspects of NASA's Space Program and provides hands-on activities, 
speakers and field trips to Marshall and Kennedy Space Centers. West Georgia College will also work with local 
industry through the Advanced Test and Measurement Resource Facility in order to enable manufacturers to use 
the latest testing hardware and software to increase productivity. 
Mercer U ni versi ty will send engineers to rural Georgia to encourage interest in science and engineering as a 
career. Engineers and Scientists will provide demonstrations to motivate students and the general public. Mercer 
will also invite engineering, science and math majors having difficulty with Calculus to participate in a program 
based on the KUMON method for teaching mathematics. This effort will provide an alternative to the support 
provide through tutoring sessions and supplemental instructional efforts already under way. The KUMON 
method will stress individually paced learning based on drills and practice. Mercer will also support the research 
of one student in her research on Control Strategies for Large Segmented Mirrors and provide travel funds for her 
and/or the faculty principal investigator. 
Morehouse College will start an astronomy class which will utilize instructors from other consortium 
members. Morehouse will provide funding for students to attend conferences and give paper presentations; work 
in conjunction with Spelman College to provide GRE preparation classes; and start a speakers bureau to invite 
scientists and engineers from industry, government and academia to the campus. Morehouse will also provide 
seed money for students to start research projects in the Atlanta University Center, which consists of 4 other 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities. 
PROGRESS REPORT 
February 1, 1996 • January 31, 1997 
The Georgia Space Grant Consortium (GSGC) has 10 institutions including four Historically Black Colleges and 
Universities (HBCUs); and two non profit organizations, the Atlanta Chapter of the National Technical 
Association, and Options - hnage of the Future; and Rolls Royce as an industrial affiliate. The progress of the 
Georgia Space Grant Consortium is highlighted under the objectives of the National Space Grant and Fellowship 
Program. 
To establish a network of colleges and universities with interests and capabilities 
in aeronautics, space and related fields 
New members for 1997 will include Valdosta State University and Columbus State University. 
To encourage cooperative programs among universities, aerospace industry, and 
federal, state, and local government; 
Cray Research will continue to participate in the "Discover Aerospace" series during 1997-97 
The State of Georgia continues to provide cost sharing for Georgia Tech, Georgia State, and 
Kennesaw State University. 
To encourage interdisciplinary training, research, and public service programs 
related to aerospace; 
Clark Atlanta University's School of Physics and Georgia Tech's School of Aerospace 
Engineering continue to work on research projects. A proposal which includes Georgia Tech, 
Southern Tech, Columbus State University, Tuskegee University, State University of West 
Georgia, and Kennesaw State University was submitted to a federal agency for an 
interdisciplinary training grant. 
To recruit and train professionals, especially underrepresented groups for 
careers in aerospace science, technology, and allied fields; 
One hundred percent of all fellowships are awarded to women and or underrepresented groups. 
The first African American female to complete her Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering at Georgia 
Tech is currently working at Lucent Technologies and continues to provide mentoring to female 
space grant fellows and others in the pipeline. Another African American Space Grant fellow is 
now an Assistant Professor at Tulane University and is continuing his research with Space Grant 
funding. The consortium will put together a directory of all fellowship recipients and show their 
progression through the last eight years. 
To promote a strong science, mathematics and technology base from elementary 
through university levels. 
Sponsored numerous K-12 programs including summer courses for high school students; science 
competitions; in-service training for teachers; field trips; internships; mentors; and provided 
aerospace materials and supplies for schools. During 1996, the Space Grant sponsored an exhibit 
of NASA-spinoffs that impact daily life. This exhibit will circulate throughout public schools in 
the State of Georgia. 
(Enclosure 1) 
Proposal No.: 02.105.002.97.012 
Principal Investigator: ___ D_r_. __ E_r_ia_n __ A_nn __ a_ni~o~s~---------------------
Title: Georgia Space Grant Consortium 
Certification Regardinq Debarment, Suspension, and Other 
Responsibility Matters--Primary Covered Transactions 
(1) The prospective pri~ary participant certifies to the best of 
its knowledqe and belief, that it and its principals: 
(a) Are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for 
debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from 
covered transactions by any Federal depa~ent of agency~ 
(b) Have not within a three-year period precedinq this 
proposal been convicted of or had a civil judgment rendered against 
them for commission of fraud or a criminal offense in connection 
with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or perfo~inq a public 
(Federal, State or local) transaction or contract under a public 
transaction; violation of Federal or State antitrust statutes or 
commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification 
or destruction of records, makinq false statements, or receiving 
stolen property; 
(c) Are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or 
civilly charqed by a governmental entity (Federal, State or local) 
with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in paragraph 
(l) (b) of this certification; and 
(d) Have not within a three-year period preceding this 
application/proposal had one or more public transactions (Federal, 
State or local) terminated for cause or default. 
(2) Where the prospective primary participant is unable to certify 
to any of the statements in this certification, such prospective 
participant shall attach an explanation to this proposal. 
Certified By: 
(Dlte) 




Georgia Tech Research Corooration 
(Institution) 
".Certification Regarding Drug-Free Requirements 
·(Enclosure 1) 
· A. The grantee certifies that it will provide a drug-tree workplace by: 
(a) Publishing a statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufacture, distribution, 
dispensing, possession or use of a controlled substance is prohibited in the grantee's workplace and 
specifying the actions that will be taken against employees for violation of such prohibition; 
(b) Establishing a drug-free awareness program to inform employees about-
(1) The dangers of drug abuse in the work place; 
(2) The grantee's policy of maint~ning a drug-free workplace 
(3) Any available drug counseling, rehabilitation, and employee assistance programs; and 
(4) The penalties that may be imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations occurring in 
the workplace; 
(c) Making it a requirement that each employee to be engaged in the performance of the grant be 
given a copy of the statement required by paragraph (a); 
(d) Notifying the employee in the statement required by paragraph (a) that, as a condition of 
employment under the grant, the employee will-
(1) Abide by the terms of the statement and 
(2) Notify the employer of any criminal drug statute conviction for a violation occurring in the 
workplace no later than five days after such conviction. , 
(e) Notifying the agency within ten days after receiving notice under subparagraph (d)(2) from an 
employee or otherwise receiving actuaJ notice under subparagraph (d)(2), with respect to any employee ·who 
is so convicted-
(f) Taking one of the following actions within 30 days of receiving notice under subparagraph (d)(2), 
with respect to any employee who is so convicted--
(1) Taking appropriate personnel action against such an employee, up to and including 
termination; or 
(2) Requiring such employee to participate satisfactorily in a drug abuse assistance or 
rehabilitation program approved for such purposes by a Federal, State, or local health, law enforcement, or 
other appropriate agency; 
(g) Making a good faith effort to continue to maintain a drug-free workplace through implementation 
of paragraphs ·(a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f). 
B. The grantee shall insert in the space provided below the site(s) for the performance of work done in 
connection with the specific grant: 
Place of Performance (Street address, city, county, state, zip code) 
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Fulton County, Georgia 30332 
Certified By: 
(Date) 
. rn-~- ... X . 
(Signature) 
- x --- - r 




Georgia Tech Research Corporation 
(Institution) 
(Enclosure 1) 
CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 
Certification for Contracts. Grants. Loans. and Cooperative Agreements. 
The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that: 
(1) No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on behalf of 
the undersigned. to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or 
employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, 
or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with the awarding of any 
Federal contract, the making of any Federal grant, the making of any Federal loan, the 
entering into of any cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal, 
amendment, or modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooeprative 
agreement. 
, 
{2) If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid 
to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any 
agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee 
of a Member of Congress in connection with this Federal contract, grant, loan, or 
cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form-
LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in accordance with its instructions. 
{3) The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included in 
the award documents for all subawards at all tiers {including subcontracts, subgrants, 
and contracts under grants, loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all 
subrecipients shall certify and disclose accordingly .. 
This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed 
when this transaction was made or entered into. Submission of this certification is a 
prerequisite for making or entering into this transaction imposed by section 1352, title 
31, U.S. Code. Any person who fails to file the required certification shall be subject 
to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000, and not more than $100,000 for each such 
failure. 
Certified by: 
l, 1 ~ihorizel6ffidai(SiQnat~r~) 




Georgia Tech Research Corporation 
Institution 
( 
1996-1997 Georgia Space Grant Consortium Members 
Georgia Institute of Technology -lead institution 
Dr. Erian Armanios,Director 
Georgia Space Grant Consortium 
Aerospace Engineering 
Atlanta, GA 30332-0150 
(404) 894-9313- office- (404) 894-9313- fax 
e-mail- erian.armanios@aerospace.gatech.edu 
Georgia Institute of Technology -lead institution 
·wanda Pierson-Jeter, Program Coordinator 
Georgia Space Grant Consortium- Aerospace Engineering 
Atlanta, GA 30332-Q150 
(404) 853-0055- office- (404) 894-9313- fax 
e-mail - wanda. piersonjeter@aerospace.gatech.edu 
Georgia State University 
Dr. Clean Arrington 
Vice President of Research 
University Plaza 
Atlanta, GA 30303 
(404) 651-3157- office 
Clark Atlanta University (HBCU) 
Dr. Kofi Bota 
Vice President of Research and Sponsored Programs 
James P. Brawley at Fair Streets, SW 
Atlanta, GA 30314 
(404) 880-6995- office 
Spelman College (HBCU/100°/o female) 
Dr. Etta Falconer 
Associate Provost for Science 
Programs and Policy 
Atlanta, GA 30314 
( 404) 223-7 634 - office ( 404) 223-7 662 - FAX 
email - efalcone@etta.auc.edu 
Tuskegee University (HBCU) 
Dr. Phil Loretan/Carlton Perkins 
Agriccultural Experiment Station 
109 Campbell Hall 
Tuskegee, GA 36088 
(334) 727-8129- office (334) 724-4451 FAX 
-
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Southern College of Technology 
Mr. Anthony Docal, GYSTC 
100 S. Marietta Parkway 
Marietta, GA 30060-2896 
(770) 528-6272 office- (770) 528-4980- FAX 
email - adocal@st6000.sct.edu 
Kennesaw State College 
Dr. Army Lester, Biology Department 
P.O. Box444 
Kennesaw, GA 30061 
(770) 423-6164 office (770) 423-6625 FAX 
email- alester@KSCmail.Kennesaw.edu 
West Georgia College 
Dr. Ben de Mayo, Professor 
Physics Department 
Carroll ton, GA 30118 
(770) 836-6485 office - (770) 836-6791 - FAX 
em ail- bdemayo@sun.cc.westga.edu 
Morehouse College 
Ms. Michelle Williams 
Department of Physics 
830 Westview Dr, SW 
Atlanta, GA 30314 
(404) 215-2615 -office (SAME FAX) 
Morris Brown College (HBCU) 
Dr. John Trimble 
Chair, Computing and Information Science Dept 
643 Martin Luther King Drive SW 
Atlanta, GA 30314 
(404) 220-0105- office 
em ail - jatrimble@aol.com 
Mercer University 
Dr. C.B. Gambrell 
1400 Coleman Avenue 
Macon, GA 31207-0001 
(912) 752-2332- office 
'• ( 
Executive Summary 
The focus of the Georgia Space Grant Consortium (GSGC) activities in the next budget period 
(February 1, 1996 - January 31, 1997) ·aims toward the continuing effort to support 
underrepresented minority and female students and encourage them to pursue careers in 
science, math, and engineering; expand collaboration between HBCUs and majority member 
institutions in the research area and dual degree programs; enhance student initiated and 
conducted pre-college outreach programs; and take advantage of the 1996 Summer Olympics 
in Atlanta to illustrate NASA's leading role in the education of this nation's future scientist and 
engineers. 
The GSGC will continue its efforts towards increasing its members and industrial affiliates. A 
continuing target will be the inclusion of all the state HBCUs. By the end of the program year, 
we expect to have included Savannah State College and Fort Valley State College which are 
HBCUs. In 1995, the GSGC added Morehouse College and Mercer University as members of 
the consortium. 
Fellowships and Scholarships 
Continued efforts to attract the brightest students from underrepresented groups will 
continue. The GSGC continues the balance between undergraduate and graduate fellowships 
with the majority of fellowships at Georgia Tech and Georgia State allocated to graduate 
students, while the rest of the members allocate theirs to undergraduate students. As in the 
past, 100°/o of the fellowship recipients are from underrepresented groups. The ratio of 
applicants to awards is expected to double within the next five years based on the projected 
increase in student enrollment and the addition of new member institutions. The GSGC is 
will continue to with other organizations to provide joint fellowship/scholarship funding. 
During 1995, the GSGC teamed with the Southeastern Consortium for Minorities in 
Engineering (SECME); Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority; the Georgia Tech Women's Forum, and 
the National Technical Association (NTA) to provide scholarships to women and/or members 
of underrepresented groups. 
Research Infrastructure/Higher Education 
Research collaboration between member institutions for developing and enhancing research 
infrastructure will focus on joint interdisciplinary proposals to- funding agencies; use of 
laboratory facilities; and joint faculty advisement for students working on research grants. 
Georgia Tech continues joint research projects with Clark Atlanta University in the area of 
Smart Structures and Advanced Materials funded by the Army Research Office; and with 
Morris Brown in the area of Computer Sciences funded by NSF. Joint proposal writing will be 
( ( 
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ongoing. Georgia Tech and Clark Atlanta continued writing joint proposals in 1995 and 
funding is anticipated for 1996. 
Collaboration with industry will be expanded. West Georgia College will continue working 
with local industry through the Advanced Test and Measurement Resource Facility in order to 
enable manufacturers to use the latest testing hardware and software to increase productivity. 
There are plans to increase the program due to the success of the program during 1995. 
Mercer University will involve their school of Pharmacology in research programs during 
1996. 
Precollege 
This year, the consortium was very involved in presentations on the Mars Pathfinder. JPL 
provided a 1/10th scale model of the Pathfinder to Assistant Professor Kurt Gramoll in the 
School of Aerospace Engineering. The grant was renewed for 1996 and the consortium will 
continue to set up the presentations in conjunction with their "Discover Aerospace" Program." 
This year the "Discover Aerospace" Program has been expanded to include members of 
industry. Cray Research will provide personnel to discuss how computers are used in the 
aerospace industry. In addition, "Discover Aerospace" will be enhanced by the addition of an 
interactive Aerospace CD that teaches the basic low speed aerodynamics. "Discover 
Aerospace" has also been the blueprint for other programs. The GSGC will start "Discover 
Atmospheric Sciences" and "Discover Physics" during 1996, once again using graduate 
students to present the lectures to high school students. 
The GSGC in conjunction with the Atlanta Chapter of the National Technical Association; and 
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity will continue the third year of the Statewide African American 
Science Trivia Competitions for high school students. The GSCG provided winning teams 
with funding to participate in other science, engineering, or math competitions. 
Tuskegee University will continue its K-12 training and tour program at the University's 
National Historic Site and the NASA Center for Food Production, Processing and Waste 
Management for Controlled Ecological Life Support Systems. 
Kennesaw State College will expand their College/Commt,~nity Operated Science Camp for 
underrepresented rural and suburban precollege students m Science, Engineering and Math. 
Kennesaw College will also begin SAT preparations classes for high school students from 
underrepresented groups in an effort to increase scores. Morris Brown College will distribute 
their package of educational aids, developed in 1995, for elementary and high school students 




The Georgia Youth Science and Technology Center at Southern Tech will continue the newly 
implemented Student Weekend laboratory-courses for elementary and secondary participants 
in Chemistry, Physics, Astronomy and Computer Sciences. Teacher Enhancement programs 
will continue in aerospace science and Technology addressing career opportunities for 
underrepresented minorities in engineering. West Georgia College will continue the 
Aerospace Education Workshop for In-Service Teachers. The Workshop acquaints teachers 
with various aspects of NASA's Space Program and provides hands-on activities, speakers and 
field trips to Marshall and Kennedy Space Centers. 
The close collaboration between the GSGC and the Southeastern Consortium for Minorities in 
Engineering (SECME) for precollege programs has expanded. In previous years, the 
consortium has provided scholarships for teachers to attend the summer institute. During 
1996, the consortium will provide funding for the speakers, which always includes NASA 
personnel. The focus of the program is to increase the number of minority students who are 
qualified for, entering, and completing studies in engineering, mathematics and science. 
SECME works through teachers at the middle grade and high school level to enhance 
classroom instruction, inform students about available opportunities, motivate them, provide 
hands-on experiences in science and mathematics, and provide role models and other 
motivational and informative activities. 
General Public/External Relations 
During 1996 Olympics, the consortium will sponsor a major exhibition in the City of Atlanta to 
demonstrate how Spinoffs of NASA technology have enhanced sports. The exhibit will 
continue after the Olympics to show how NASA technology has benefited the State of Georgia. 
The GSGC will continue to participate in the Warner Robbins Air Force Base Open House 
which attracts over 200,000 people per year. 
( 
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The Georgia Youth Science and Technology Center at Southern Tech will continue the 
Student Weekend laboratory courses for elementary and secondary participants in Chemistry, 
Physics, Astronomy and Computer Sciences. Teacher Enhancement programs are planned to 
promote aerospace science and technology addressing career opportunities for 
underrepresented minorities in engineering. These programs will include seminars and 
assemblies. NASA's SSIP contests will continue to be administered through the office, with the 
assistance of Georgia Tech. The QEM/NASA sponsored SHARP Plus Program with 
consortium members will start its second year in conjunction with Georgia Tech, Clark 
Atlanta, Kennesaw, Morris Brown, The National Technical Association, Lockheed, and 
Spelman College. 
Clark Atlanta University (HBCU) will continue to provide scholarships to undergraduate and 
graduate students in science, engineering, and other technical fields. CAU will conduct 
Saturday Science Academies for middle school students year around. Georgia Tech has joint 
research projects with Clark Atlanta University in the area of Smart Structures and Advanced 
Materials funded by the Army Research Office. This effort will be extended to include an 
undergraduate research component in order to attract them to graduate programs and provide 
a smooth transition to graduate school. 
Georgia State University Georgia State will continue to provide fellowships to graduate 
students from underrepresented groups. Ph.D. Students in the School of Education will design 
evaluations and conduct evaluations of Space Grant Programs. 
Georgia Institute of Technology. The primary focus of Georgia Tech will be coordinating an 
exhibit during the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta which will show how NASA Spinoffs have 
enhances sports and sports medicine. Georgia Tech will further continue its research with 
Allison (Rolls-Royce) on High Temperature Materials. There will be continued funding of 
graduate students from underrepresented groups. Georgia Tech will also devote more 
funding to developing the network of universities in the consortium. 
Kennesaw College will continue the one month college/ community camp to help minority, 
middle school students from rural and suburban areas develop skills to motivate them to do 
well in science, engineering, and math (SEM); to provide minority students with information 
on career opportunities in SEM; and to provide positive images of 5_EM related 
subjects and individuals. This will be accomplished through guest speakers, laboratory work, 
research projects, career explorations, field trips, and seminars. Tutoring and mentoring 
continues year around. Parents, college students, local scientists, teachers, and community 
based organizations will all have key roles in this program. 
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Morris Brown ..... 
Morris Brown College (HBCU) will distribute their package of education aids for elementary 
and high school students. The package details the role that science, technology, and 
engineering play in today's society. Modules of the educational package address various 
branches of science and engineering, with the focus on information technology, 
communication technology, transportation, biotechnology space sciences, and manufacturing. 
The Distance Learning Center at Morris Brown will still be used to broadcast information to 
other schools in Georgia. 
Spelman College (HBCU) continues with its network of mentors consisting of alumni and 
other individuals engaged in scientific careers. Fellowships will continue to be awarded to 
females through the Office of Science, Engineering, and Technical Careers. GRE preparation 
courses for Spelman seniors will continue to be taught by Georgia Tech's Space Grant Fellows, 
but this year Morehouse will be involved in the planning and administration. Support for 
travel to regional and national scientific meetings will increase. The Speaker's bureau will 
continue and the centralized collection of resource materials area will be updated; there will be 
more support for laboratory research; and further career development and professional 
enrichment counseling. 
Tuskegee University (HBCU) will continue its K-12 training and tour program at the 
University's National Historic Site and the NASA Center for Food Production, Processing and 
Waste Management for Controlled Ecological Life Support Systems. The College of 
Engineering at Tuskegee will continue working with the College of Engineering at Georgia 
Tech to design a retention program for alumni of Tuskegee who go to Tech for graduate 
school. Fellowships for undergraduate and graduate students will continue. 
West Georgia College will continue the Aerospace Education Workshop for In-Service 
Teachers. The Workshop acquaints teachers with various aspects of NASA's Space Program 
and provides hands-on activities, speakers and field trips to Marshall and Kennedy Space 
Centers. West Georgia College will also work with local industry through the Advanced Test 
and Measurement Resource Facility in order to enable manufacturers to use the latest testing 
hardware and software to increase productivity. This effort will expand as the result of 
growth in 1995. 
Mercer University will send engineers to rural Georgia toencourage interest in science and 
engineering as a career. Engineers and Scientists will provide demonstrations to motivate 
students and the general public. Mercer will also invite engineering, science and math majors 
having difficulty with Calculus to participate in a program based on the KUMON method for 
teaching mathematics. This effort will provide an alternative to the support provide through 
tutoring sessions and supplemental instructional efforts already under way. The KUMON 





support the research of one student in her research on Control Strategies for Large Segmented 
Mirrors and provide travel funds for her and/ or the faculty principal investigator. 
Morehouse College will provide funding for students to attend conferences and give paper 
presentations; work in conjunction with Spelman College to provide GRE preparation classes; 
and start a speakers bureau to invite scientists and engineers from industry, government and 
academia to the campus. Morehouse will also provide seed money for students to start 
research projects in the Atlanta University Center, which consists of 4 other Historically Black 
Colleges and Universities. 
GEORGI1 SPACE GRANT CONSORTIC ..t BUDGET 
February 1996- January 1997 
TOTAL NASA COST SHARING 
SALARIES 
Director {1/4 time) 19,000 12,600 6,400 
Administrator 37,000 28,000 9,000 
Additional Support 3,000 -0- 3,000 
Fringe benefits 24.8 14,632 10,068 4,564 
TRAVEL 6,871 5,750 1,121 
SUPPLIES 
Subscriptions 200 -0- 200 
Memberships 500 -0- 500 
Stationery 1,200 -0- 1,200 
Miscellaneous 600 -0- 600 
PROGRAMS 
K-12 (SECME) 4,484 4,484 -0-
Higher Ed/Research 29,317 -0- 29,317 
Seed money 
EQUIPMENT 5,000 -0- 5,000 
SUBTOTAL 121.804 $60.902 $60.902 
FELLOWSHIPS 100.000 100.000 -0-
SUBCONTRACTS 
Spelman 30,000 15,000 15,000 
Tuskegee 50,000 25,000 25,000 
Clark Atlanta 50,000 25,000 25,000 
Georgia State 40,000 20,000 20,000 
Southern Tech 46,000 23,000 23,000 
*West Georgia 24,000 12,000 12,000 
*Kennesaw 10,000 5,000 5,000 
*Morris Brown 10,000 5,000 5,000 
*Morehouse 20,000 10,000 10,000 
*Mercer 20,000 10,000 10,000 
*National Technical Assn 4,000 2,000 2,000 
SUBTOTAL 304.000 152.000 ~ 152.000 
OVERHEAD 82.046 42.098 39.948 
TRAVEL- $1000- NASA LQOO -0-
,.Subcontracts that have not REIMBURSEMENT FOR 
fulfilled total overhead 
SPACE GRANT CONF 4/96 
requirements. 
GRANO TOTALS 608,850 356l000 252l850 
( 
GEORGIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM 
Salaries, Wages, and Fringe Benefits 
February 1, 1996- January 31, 1997 
Georgia Tech 
Erian Armanios, Director 
1/4 time (10 hours per week) 
Wanda Pierson-Jeter, Program Coordinator 





Carlton Morris, Associate Professor 
1/5 time (8 hours per week) 
Summer, 50°/o (20 hours per week) 
West Georgia College 
Ben De Mayo, Campus Director 
Kennesaw College 
Student Stipends 




jTOTAL SALARY, WAGES AND FRINGES 
$23,712 includes 24.8% fringe benefits 
$46,176 includes 24.8% fringe benefits 
$3,803 
$ 837 
$6,337 includes 16.5% fringe benefits 
$4,000 
$3,000 
($5.00 per hour - 12 students) 
$12,783 
$5800 
$106,448 (Only Georgia Tech includes Cost Sharing) 
c .. 
GEORGIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM 
Estimated Travel Breakdown-
February 1, 1996- January 31, 1997 
Williamsburg, VA (Southern Tech, Georgia Tech, West Georgia travel) 
Plane fare - $520 round-trip for 6 people = 
Per diem 4 days@ $35.00 for 5 people-
Rental car for 5 days@ $30.00 per day 
Hotel for 5 nights/5 people/$85 per day 




- Fourth National Space Grant Conference 







-Southeastern Space Grant Regional Director's Meetings. 
Warner Robbins Air Force Base (Georgia Tech travel) 
Warner Robbins, Georgia 
Date - Summer /Fall 
# of persons - 3 
Per diem 2 days @ $35.00 for 3 people - $ 210 
Rental car for 2 days@ $25.00 per day $ 50 
Hotel for 1 nights/3 people/$60 per day $ 180 
Mileage @ 22 cents per mile - 140 miles $___31 
TOTAL $471 
Purpose- Annual Open house to increase awareness of aerospace industry and educational 
opportunities in the State of Georgia 
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Travel for conferences 
TOTAL $ 700 
$2100 
Space Grant Nationa/lRegional Director's Meeting (Georgia Tech Travel) 
No location -estimated annual costs $3000. 
Augusta Georgia/Georgia Science Teachers Conference (Southern Tech Travel) 
Rental Car for 2 days @ $25.00 per day 
Hotel for 2 nights/2 people/$80.00 per day 
Per Diem 2 days @ $35.00/2 people 







Travel to NASA Stennis (Southern Tech Travel) 
Purpose: Space Grant Representative on panel 
Plane Fare - $260 round trip 
Hotel for 3 nights/$82.00 per day 
Per Diem 3 days@ $35.00 







Travel to Conference (Clark Atlanta University Travel) 
Airfare 
Registration 
Hotel @ $235 per day 
Car Rental 









GRAND TOTAL $24,274 
